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Abstract 

This ethnographic case study examines the dialogic pedagogical practices of 

teaching multicultural multimodal texts in a secondary English Classroom. The research 

site is an English classroom in a suburban setting in a first ring suburban school in New 

York. During this time, the researcher investigated one class period for a period of ten 

months. Data collection included observing and documenting classroom activities, 

discussions, descriptive field notes, student interviews, handouts and writing samples. 

Several teacher and student interviews were transcribed and analyzed . My findings 

reflect that the teacher emerges as an adaptive dialogic mediator who promotes critical 

cultural perspectives which leads her students to understand their 'identity' through 

socio-cultural perspective . This study led to believe that we can have a new approach to 

learning if teachers integrate Culturally Relevant Dialogic Pedagogy as a practice to 

engage students in meaning making through an authentic dialogue emerging from 

multicultural multimodal texts . 

In an English elective class in a diverse first-ring suburban high school, I 

examined the following questions: 

01 . In what ways and for what purposes does the teacher use Discussion to 

engage students in reading , writing and meaning making? How does this teacher 

position herself to create those conversations in her classroom? 

02. In what ways, if any, does the teacher include non-traditional texts 

and multimodality as a means of influencing students' perception of curricular texts and 

cultural issues or culture? 

X 



Q3. How does the teacher include her students' personal identities in the 

classroom discussion and writing? How does the participation in this classroom permit 

students to position themselves in ways that influence their sense of identity? 

xi 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

"If the structure does not permit dialogue, the structure must be changed . " 

Paolo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed 

Culturally relevant pedagogy is not an integral part of the high school curriculum 

in the United States. In the current scenario, there have been talks about including 

multicultural and diverse pedagogy practices for teachers so that they can implement 

new cultural perspectives in their teaching to promote better understanding among 

young adults . Some new literacy scholars, especially New London Group's pioneering 

work in addressing change/shift in student discourses, raise the question of addressing 

social and cultural futures in work settings (Ladson-Billings, 1998; Miller, 201 O; New 

London Group, 1996). Issues like race, culture, gender, language and socio -

economic status are sometimes considered as barriers to students' academic 

achievement. In this research , I will try to interrogate and theorize on how culturally 

relevant pedagogy along with multicultural texts and dialogic practices can play an 

instrumental role in enhancing the academic achievement among students. 

In Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (CRP), teachers try to promote the learning of every 

individual regardless of class, race and gender. However, in the current American 

classrooms, most of the teachers come from a Caucasian middle-class background and 
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it is presumed that they are not well equipped to implement/enact CRP. A major 

problem in schools is that minority students do not achieve academic success at the 

same rates as their peers. Research shows that their inability to express themselves in 

"appropriate" discourse is often conceived as one reason (Delpit L. D. , 1995; Lynn & 

Parker, 2006). 

Such a deficiency argument is contrary to the education system that requires all 

students to have equal opportunity and all voices to be heard . Although the American 

education system appears to be based on the premise of equality and access for all 

students, not enough tools or pedagogical practices are available for teachers to build 

their teacher knowledge to address diversity or cultural discussions in the classroom 

(Heath, 1999; Ladson-Billings, 1998). 

Both national and international studies indicate that there is an achievement gap 

between mainstream and nonmainstream students within the United States (Lee, (Draft 

Report) , 2005). Some educators have studied the various literacy methods that might 

enhance academic achievement of diverse students. Yet there are academic 

achievement gaps that need to be filled in this scholarship to connect multimodality as a 

tool that will integrate the voices and experiential learning of non-mainstream students 

into classroom practices as a means of increasing their achievement. 

New Literacies (Gee, 2004) is emerging as a new paradigm in the past two 

decades where student literacy practices beyond print are included into the school 

curricula . This multimodal educational approach has opened a new space for teachers 

and students to collaborate and make meaning together. New Literacy classrooms 
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provide better access to new technologies and popular culture that is part of adolescent 

lives. These practices include producing, generating and constructing non-print text in 

adolescent social spaces through movie making, blogging , podcasts and wikis 

(Lankshear & Knobel , 2006; Kist, 2007). These new literacies include collaborative 

efforts on the part of students to design their ideas in these participatory spaces with a 

sense of audience and purpose. For example, adolescents design videos about their 

school texts and represent their ideas through images and videos (Beach, 2006; Kist, 

2010 ; Miller & Borowicz, 2005) to represent the ownership that comes from engaging 

with a text. 

Research Gaps Addressed through my study 

There is an underlying need to incorporate cultural and social orientation of 

students in the classrooms. There is not enough research to question the relevance of 

cultural issues being addressed through multimodal multicultural curriculum and using 

dialogic interactions to bring student identities in the classrooms. Not enough literature 

exists to connect identity through dialogic interaction with culturally relevant pedagogy 

and multimodal multicultural texts . 

Relevance, Context and Background of my study. It has always been 

important for me to understand how race, class, culture and gender is perceived in 

America and more so when we are experiencing a refugee situation , social race and 

class tensions - nationally and internationally. Being an Asian American immigrant and 
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having worked in India as a high school English teacher, I pursued my PhD program in 

education after I moved to America . I cotaught a Multicultural course to a Master's class 

with my advisor, Dr. Miller, at SUNY Buffalo. It was a very shaping experience for me to 

see how culture was perceived and taught to preservice and in-service teachers and 

how important it is to teach culture and identity to teachers . I realized at that very point 

as to how valuable it is to have conversations on race in classrooms, especially in this 

day and age with happenings like the refugee crisis , socio-economic conflicts and race 

tensions. Words like race and class have become loaded and contested in this country 

and internationally. We are living in a climate of political turmoil nationally and 

internationally when it comes to addressing race and culture . The current refugee crisis 

and political tension need to initiate a dialogue in the classroom where curriculum is 

challenging the belief system and perceptions of young students who are looking for 

ways to have a rich discussion around some real topics that affect their lives in the 

current social and political landscape. When we look at the average American 

classroom, it reflects the diversity in race, class and gender. However, it is also 

important that we bring reform in the schools that are so consumed with standardized 

testing, scripted curriculum and teacher centered instruction . My research describes an 

educational manifestation about discussion of globally relevant texts on cultural and 

social order around the world. This helps to develop a framework on dialogic 

interactions within the classroom so students can build their place in society. This study 

looks into the learning curve of students that includes dialogue, reading and writing of 

multicultural texts as literacy tools that represents the unique interpretation of their 
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socio-cultural environment. Situating students in the current socio-political context and 

involving meaning making based on their life situations can lead to rich and rewarding 

experiences for students and teachers . 

Significance of the study 

In my study, I propose to investigate two aspects of an innovative classroom in a 

diverse school-the teacher's use of culture and the influence of her culturally relevant 

pedagogy. In a broad aspect, I examine the teaching practices of a teacher who 

teaches a course on cultural perspectives with multimodal and multicultural literary 

texts . 

There is higher level of congruency between prior social knowledge and skills 

that can be applied in the literary texts used in the classroom (Gay, 2000). (Lee, 2001) 

argues that students did not engage with the words and higher order ironies in the 

literary texts nor were they challenged to analyze their multiple meanings in the 

classrooms that were dominated by the teacher. Culture provides tools to pursue the 

search for meaning and to convey our understanding to others. (p .77, Gay, 2000). 

Cultural discussions provide an innate sense of purpose to pursue a dialogue that can 

enhance the dialogic skills of students which relates meanings to their social context. 

There is a complex interplay and conflict in the interactions among students given the 

community beliefs and family values that students grew up with . (Miller, 2003). 

Gee (2000) looks at this shift in learning through a social turn to show the 

importance of cognitive learning through social and political change. It is important to 
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initiate research that changes the dialogue in the nation's schools to engage the modern 

youth by challenging them in various ways through the texts that they read . This study is 

an effort to understand why we need to have those challenging conversations in 

classrooms that reflect the current socio-political trends and how students perceive 

those trends through their lives. It is valuable to see how those trends are perceived 

and internalized by the students. In classrooms, when teachers can create a 

transformative learning space that is used by the students to challenge the scripted 

curriculum and having that dialogue to create a multimodal dialogic space is essential in 

creating an authentic space. This authentic dialogue created through the multicultural 

multimodal texts is unique in itself to make a critical social atmosphere. These kinds of 

visual and multimodal texts are more stimulating and help the reader to understand and 

interpret the texts in a critical way. How can we use connection building strategies to 

encourage students to narrate their stories and their community experiences as a tool to 

make some sense of texts (Miller, Vygotsky book) 

Bakhtin (2003) lends a unique perspective of understanding this dialogic space 

by lending it an authentic meaning through interaction and verbal expression . Bakhtin's 

theories on dialogue can have a direct impact on classroom instruction . 

"Language, for the individual consciousness, lies on the borderline between oneself and the other. 
The word in language is half someone else's. It becomes 'one's owns' only when the speaker 
populates it with his own intention, his own accent, when he appropriates the word, adapting it to his 
own semantic and expressive intention. - Mikhail Bakhtin 

According to Fecho (2004 ), we as educators invite students to take greater 

cognizance of the literate world, we are inviting them to enter a process that asks not 
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just to acknowledge the world as others have configured it but make meaning of that 

world for themselves into various juxtapositions with that world . From an existential 

perspective, one quality that defines our dignity as humans is our capacity to engender 

understandings of ourselves and our world even in the face of attempts to nullify those 

understandings. (Fecho, 2004) 

Also, this digitally savvy millennial generation has a desire to pursue 

contemporary, unconventional and cultural texts and have discussions in a more 

multimodal setting as opposed to leaning more classic version of English texts . 

Culturally Relevant Dialogic Pedagogy (CROP) needs to be redefined through cultural 

interpretations of students through their lives so there are more authentic conversations 

about race rather than the contested and dichotomous version that is being promoted 

and reflected in the society. Standardized curriculum and traditional methods of learning 

need to be replaced with a newer version of complicated and unscripted curriculum 

which gives more dialogic space for teachers to interact with students. 

Dallacqua & Sutton (2014) analyzed the need for providing space for critical 

discussions and complex texts brings to surface the topics of oppression and 

marginalization that can be combatted , creating safer and more equitable spaces for 

adolescents readers" (p.4 7). More research needs to be done to assimilate challenging 

cultural texts and dialogue in order to address the pressures faced by schools and 

teachers to follow the protocol of standardized testing and scripted curriculum (Miller & 

McVee, 2012). 
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Research Questions 

In an English elective class in a diverse first-ring suburban high school : 

• In what ways does this teacher use Dialogue to engage students in 

meaning making about texts? 

• In what ways , if any, does the teacher include non-traditional and 

multimodal texts and a means of influencing students' thinking 

about cultural issues? 

• How does the participation in this class permit students to 

understand themselves and others in terms of their cultural and felt 

identities? 

Setting of my Research 

Cultural Perspectives was an elective that was offered as an AP Class for juniors 

and seniors at Kingston High School. The teacher of that classroom, Ms. Lauren 

Costello explained in a conversation with me that she offered this course as an English 

AP or an elective for juniors and seniors and the population that usually opted for this 

course were from a diverse background (culturally, racially, students who had moved 

around a lot or even in different school districts). In an interview she told me, "This 

course played a different role for every student. The class itself is based on exploring 

questions related to identity, culture, American identity as a whole, what it means to be 

a global thinker, how do gender, race and socioeconomic status aspect of our lives 

impact us and impact our society as a whole ." 
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This teacher tied a lot of her own identity and experiences in making this course 

about a global appeal. An important thing that she mentioned was putting that 'teacher 

identity' of hers and the student identities at the core of her class and that was where 

that learning and transformation moment happened . "So much of their English is 

content and skills based in terms of ELA exam and often that is interpreted as one kind 

of English and there is a freedom in exploring personal identity, community identity and 

worlds identity and presenting another perspective of English through interesting pieces 

of literature, documentaries, films" . 

Ms. Lauren always started a course with a lot of narrative writing and defining 

moments of their identities, of their culture and issues that impact their community and 

discussing some pieces of writing that she wrote with previous students. "This class is 

discussion based and we discuss personal, seemingly hot button, controversial ideas 

and issues that have not been talked about before." 

In the next Chapter, I will describe literature relevant to this research . I will follow 

this with a chapter on description of the site and participants and methodology. Then I 

will present the findings of my study. Subsequently I will mention the potential 

significance and implications of my proposed research . And finally, I talk about the three 

major theoretical frames that encompass my study-- Culturally Relevant Pedagogy, 

Multicultural Multimodal texts and Identity. 
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Chapter 2 

Research Review and Theoretical Framework 

The purpose of my study is to understand how a teacher enacts culturally relevant 

pedagogy (CRP) that includes critiquing multicultural texts and asking students respond 

to their own identity after reading multicultural literature. Building on my research 

interests, I first examine studies of culturally responsive pedagogy. Then in the following 

section , I move to the New Literacy and multimodality framework which is an integral 

part of my research, followed by some relevant research on identity-making related to 

culture and new literacies. Many theorists and researchers have contributed to our 

understanding in all of the three areas. I look at all three frameworks for understanding 

and interpreting data and to draw conclusions about integrating Culturally Relevant 

Pedagogy (CRP) and Dialogic Pedagogy in the classrooms. These frameworks are all 

connected to have a solid foundation of meaning making and critical thinking in 

adolescents if the curriculum is designed in a favorable way. These transformative 

practices act as an agent to drive change in the classroom. 

Overview of Culturally Responsive Pedagogy in Classrooms 

In a Culturally Responsive Pedagogy (Brown , 2003), teachers tend to 

acknowledge student diversity and use it as a tool to generate new ideas, nurture 
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individual talent, respect cultural heritage and promote their achievement. It is often 

stated that teachers in the United States come from white middle class backgrounds 

whose values are different from those who sit in their class (socio economic diversity), 

and they may not be equipped enough to teach in a culturally and economically diverse 

setting. 

Understanding the Context of Culturally Relevant Pedagogy. Culturally 

responsive teaching has been explored by Gloria Ladson Billings (1995) in a very 

extensive research promotes the idea that student potential can only be enhanced if 

students are allowed to bring their socio-cultural background and ethnic identity into the 

classrooms. This study helped me to frame my study and understand the relationship 

that Ms. Lauren shared with her students to achieve that cultural competency in the 

classroom through her course 'Cultural Perspectives'. This research done by Ladson

Billings indicates that if the home culture of students is recognized , it is easier for 

students and teachers to have a collaborative impact in the learning process. "Culturally 

Relevant Pedagogy must provide a way for students to maintain cultural integrity while 

succeeding academically" (Ladson Billings, 1995) She stresses the importance of 

'cultural competence' and building on the skills that they bring from their home and 

communities to solve higher issues of social inequities. 

Ladson-Billings (1995) suggests that cultural relevance can be used as a 

framework to achieve academic success and demonstrate cultural competence to 

enable the teachers to develop a strong understanding of cultures . She conducted a 
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study in a predominantly African American school with eight elementary school teachers 

in Northern California . She collaborated with the school community who thought that the 

teachers were excellent based on their performance. These teachers were selected by 

specific criteria given by parents and principal, for example, student enthusiasm, 

student attitudes toward school tasks, and classroom management skills . There were 

five African American females and three white females . This study was conducted in 

four stages where in the first stage teachers were interviewed . In the second and third 

stages, they were observed and videotaped . And in the final stage, they worked 

together to view each other's work in a collaborative discussion-based setting. During 

this phase, the theory and basis of cultural relevant pedagogy was formulated . This 

continuous dialogue among the teachers about each other's practice gave them an 

opportunity to be reflective about their teaching. These teachers considered themselves 

to be a part of the community and focused on academic achievement of the students by 

participating in the community activities of the neighborhood . Ladson Billings further 

elaborates the concept of culturally relevant pedagogy by elaborating on the 

collaborative relationship shared by the teacher and students . These themes were 

reflected in the data that she collected . Teachers who started meeting to reflect on their 

teaching practice enacted it in their classroom by not discriminating against students for 

their racial background. Instead , they concentrated on building academic competence 

among diverse students by bringing their areas of expertise along with developing a 

critical consciousness to question the social orders and their school texts . 
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In the third edition of her book, Geneva Gay (2018) mentions that there has been 

little growth in the norm of Culturally Relevant Teaching since her first edition in 2000. 

She lays down foundational aspects of establishing an environment in which teachers 

can position themselves as learners and students so that can students can negotiate 

new spaces in the classroom which is referred as "Shared Power". 

The understanding of Culturally Relevant Pedagogy started with Lynn and Parker 

(2006). Critical Race Theory was a political movement aimed at understanding white 

privilege and supremacy. The factor of cultural alienation is discussed through the lens 

of Critical Race theory, commonly referred to as CRT (Crenshaw, Gotanda, Peller, & 

Thomas, 1995; Lawrence, 2002). The legal positioning of the people of color has 

improved in terms of blatant expressions of prejudice used in civic and educational 

speech, but the trend of alienating people of color from the mainstream discourses still 

prevails . For example, often students of color are referred to as 'youth at risk' (Maje, 

2009). Scholars have been trying to uncover how schools act as "racial stratifiers" (Lynn 

& Parker, 2006), that is, how some historical prejudices are manifested in the beliefs 

and practices of schools. Culturally Relevant Pedagogy has also been used as a tool to 

deconstruct the curricular discourses, structures and processes in schools in order to 

make them more multicultural so that diverse students can feel the representation of 

their own culture rather than only the mainstream beliefs (Jay, 2003; Yasso, 

2002). Although I am trying to push the boundaries of the term 'Culturally Relevant 

Pedagogy by emphasizing every culture in the classroom needs to be acknowledged 

even the white students. 
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It is important here to mention the work, "Is this English?" by Fecho 

(2004 ). Based on the research of his own classroom, he narrates the story of a white 

high school English teacher who collaboratively engaged in the issues of literacy, 

language, learning and culture . This meaning-making happened in Fecho's classroom 

where students fearlessly expressed their values and beliefs with a critical stance. In the 

very first chapter Fecho mentions: "I had to see that all students are actors in their 

environment, with personalities, experiences, and cultures to be valued and built upon 

for the good of the collective as well as the individual." He empowered his students by 

giving them a lot of freedom to express their life during learning practices within the 

classroom. He argues that the real meaning of education , which is discovering 

knowledge, is getting faded into the world of learning and teaching . Fecho concentrates 

more on looking at the critical aspect of inquiry in learning that can be developed 

through learning communities. He points out that it is not a teacher-centered or a 

student-centered world of education rather it is the mode of making-meaning 

collectively. To make this work in his classroom, he addressed cultural beliefs, 

questions of threat and security in a classroom, multicultural issues, concerns of identity 

and popular culture, summarized in the following quote: "Diversity of opinion was to be 

not only tolerated, but encouraged , as long as that opinion was born of extensive 

attempts to gather a diversity of opinion on which to base it" (p .68) In his book, Fecho 

demonstrated that taking a stance of Culturally relevant teaching and building 

communities within and outside classrooms can impact student engagement. 
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Student -Teacher relationship to address CRP 

Additionally, there are studies that highlight the importance of care and concern 

shown by teachers in their classrooms which plays an instrumental role in developing 

an understanding between students and teachers to steer them toward a meaningful 

learning process. Brown (2003) studied thirteen teachers teaching either refugees or 

ESL learners. He found that successful teachers used care, authority and congruent 

communication that helped students to understand that they belonged to the classroom 

space (Brown , 2003). These teachers practiced these three managerial relational 

aspects to make their classrooms comfortable . They showed genuine concern in all 

students and gained their cooperation in behavior and academics. In this and other 

studies, aspects like care, concern , home culture and elements such as Code Switching 

and cultural history were crucial to the understanding of teacher beliefs that affected 

culturally relevant teaching in a diverse classroom (Ware, 2006). 

In all of these aspects of culturally relevant pedagogy, trust plays an important 

role. Studies of diverse students show it is important in getting students' involvement in 

the process of learning. Ennis and McCauley (2002) studied 18 teachers and observed 

four of their classes for four months to understand how teachers used shared curriculum 

and built classroom communities to provide students with a sense of ownership of their 

ideas. The overarching concern of this study was that the trust factor was reciprocal 

and something that comes with respect and mutual consent between teachers and 

students. It sheds light on how teachers on a personal and social level connect with the 
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lives of diverse students so that they become optimistic and engaged in meaningful 

learning practices (Ennis & McCauley, 2002). 

From a sociological perspective, Gazel (2007) takes into consideration the lens 

of global culture that gets shaped by the local culture. She argues that an individual is a 

part of a micro culture that is in a constant state of flux while in a macro culture , social 

change happens very slowly. She explains through findings in her study: 

participants undertook what she called the MRULE project (Multi-Racial Unity Learning 

Experience), where the participants were made to study the social hierarchies based on 

color and power rather than the character of ethnically diverse individuals (Gazel, 2007). 

Later on , these students used their learning as a platform to form a society within the 

community to address racial discrimination . She talked about the force of human 

agency and how it can be utilized in building positive attitudes and empowerment. Such 

empowerment can be in the form of teachers, organizations or any collective effort done 

by an individual towards the betterment of the cause (Gazel, 2007). 

In all , these studies help us in understanding the dynamics of Lauren's classroom 

through the lens of cultural understanding and sharing between teachers and students. 

These scholars suggest that using these culturally relevant tools can help teachers and 

administration to empower students. 

Addressing Socio-Cultural shift through Multimodal Practices 

Next, I examine the theoretical lens of New Literacies and multimodality, 

arguably begun by the work of the New London Group. It was a pioneering study done 
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by a group of scholars across the world who met in New London , New Hampshire, in 

1996. They discussed and published their work about the shifts in socio cultural 

practices needed in classrooms. 

New London Group. The New London Group (NLG) (1996) negotiates the term 

literacy with a unique perspective, considering economic, global, local and community 

lenses. They explore various issues regarding the effects of social and cultural change 

on society and people. They examined the shift in the way literacy is viewed by students 

and teachers. There is a dichotomy in traditional and New Literacies and this shift 

becomes complicated with power, authority and positioning of educators. These spaces 

challenge the intellectual ability of a child by hindering them to bring their lifeworlds into 

the classrooms. According to NLG it is important to give power and voice to the 

consumers of education , so students can interpret and negotiate their own literacy 

practices. Since no student is part of a single community and they share their identity in 

multiple communities (music, fashion , video games race, gender) and virtual spaces, it 

is important to acknowledge how these virtual spaces shape student identities. 

The changing dynamic of today's classrooms has a strong impact on adolescents 

when they see that their educators understand their hip-hop worlds and embrace their 

racial or gender identities. In the NLG study, a classroom is a space where students can 

challenge their own beliefs with global perspectives and would know what is best for 

them. Their opinions and ideologies are encouraged through multiple modes of learning 

where they have an option of using self-expression . Everything taught in the classroom 

has to be related to their identity or an expression of their life and belongingness to a 
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specific culture - social inequities, hip hop, American Dream and other religious views 

and stereotypes in the society. It led to an increasing need of teacher's understanding 

on the behalf of student and changing times. NLG announced that the "the core of 

mainstream has changed ." This transformed pedagogy means that there is a need to 

create more access to these creative social spaces for students to indulge in the 

consumerism era . 

Many scholars have built on the NLG multi literacies argument. Gee (2009) did a 

follow up article on how the dynamics of learning has changed again since the first new 

London group and psychological interpretations of learning. He argues that changes will 

keep on happening in the new literacy studies because student perceptions will keep on 

changing . Perceptions are based on their actual , changing experiences. He claims that 

our mind is a social mind shaped by the sociocultural discourses and practices. 

As we step further into the media and digital discourse, the New Literacy scholars 

discuss the "technologies of accessing, creating and producing codes and scripts, 

whether conventional or alternative, should be a site of instruction" (Maje, 2008; Leu , 

2005). These texts are embedded into the social worlds of students through which they 

build their own social capital and networks (Maje, 2008). There has been a lot of 

change that this field is witnessing and the definition is a rapidly changing construct. 

O'Brien and Scharber (2008) argue that 

Digital literacies is a set of socially situated practices supported by skills, strategies 

and stances that enable the representation and understanding of ideas using a 

range of modalities enabled by digital tools . Digitally literate people not only 
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represent an idea by selecting modes and tools but also plan how to spatially and 

temporally juxtapose multimodal texts to best represent ideas. Digital literacies 

enable the bridging and complimenting of traditional print literacies with other 

media . 

These literacies like blogging, podcasts and social media, are a part of an 

individual's lives outside of school so it is rather conducive to let these literacies evolve 

inside the school to let this change happen . Scholars have now started to question the 

value of school because students are not able to find the relevance of the traditional 

print literacies in their life in the digital age (e.g., Lankshear & Knobel , 

2006). Researchers have begun examining how digital literacies can be integrated into 

schools. Jason Ranker (2008) argues that digital media production can be combined 

with the student inquiry projects . His research article highlighted the work of two boys 

from Dominican Republic whose project was on the U .S baseball players and the music 

of Dominican Republic. In this process they researched the web and wrote their 

narratives in the traditional print forms and simultaneously created a movie that was one 

of the best in the class. It became like a dialogue between images and the texts when 

students brainstorm and explore the ideas during research (Ranker, 2008). It's a tool 

that bridges the gap between traditional literacies and modern digital literacies. 

Exploring the digital video composing as a strong multimodal tool , Suzanne Miller 

(2013) has done extensive research to explore how digital video composing can bring a 

new sense of engagement for students in the classroom. Her research was a meta-
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synthesis of projects which included 97 teachers and 135 focal participants in 

ethnographic, case and grounded theory which further elaborated the shift in teacher 

stance due to collaborative meaning making between teacher and students. It sheds a 

new light on student teacher relationship by opening a new channel of meaning-making 

by inviting students lifeworlds and cultural resources . Miller sheds light on creating 

social and problem-solving spaces. 

"In these social spaces, mediational means (e.g ., language, images, strategies, 

tools) are provided at the point of need, that is, at the moment needed by participants to 

complete the activity. Sociocultural theory posits cultural tools as mediation or support 

for action in the form of physical and mental tools (or signs) . From this perspective, 

multimodal texts designed by students serve as complex tools for thinking and for 

representing meaning." (Miller, 2013) 

The idea of student produced digital videos has been acknowledged as a very active 

learning tool to transform the learning process in a secondary classroom. These young 

adults become the re-shapers and the re-makers of the multimodal space that they are 

'given' in the process of making digital videos. They become more engaged , 

resourceful , and serve as "incubators for meaning-making" rather than being an alien to 

the dynamics of teaching and learning (Miller & Borowicz, 2005). This definitely helps 

the youth to re-contextualize the literacies around them into more specific patterns of 

academic world which further reflects on the spatialization of identity played out in 

different life-worlds that teenagers are a part of. (Boyd et al. , 2006; Heath, 1999; New 

London Group, 1996) 
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This entire process of learning, filming , editing makes the youth feel as if they are 

the owners of that knowledge where they can play with live images and navigate with 

the multimodal world (Miller, 2006). This little shift in their identity with the introduction of 

digital video as a literacy learning tool develops their critical media literacy skills. It 

ensures their engagement in integrating new genres of popular culture (Miller & 

Borowicz, 2006). This engagement and integration has been highlighted by Brass 

(2008) in an ethnographic study where his focal student is a Latino student who has 

been labeled as an "at risk" student. He is enrolled in an after school digital video 

composing program called Technology and Literacy Project (TALP). In this study 

students collaborated to prepare a video of their choice. This study was conducted over 

14 weeks. At the end , this focal student is able to make cross connections between 

literature, popular culture and his everyday life outside school by making this movie on 

the topic "what it means to be number one". 

These transformative practices impact student identity and some scholars have 

promoted this issue of academic achievement by using new literacy tools. I think it is 

important to understand student identity to address this realm of CRP (Culturally 

Relevant Pedagogy) and New literacies. There are many arguments that exist on why 

and how cultural identity is an important aspect for studying adolescent literacy 

practices. Research points to the important role of exploring identity in the literacy 

practices of adolescents. Maje et al. (2009) adds a new dimension to the new literacy 

studies by doing a review of the work done on adolescent literacy and identity. In the 
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following section , I review some major studies on identity done by a few scholars in 

education . 

Felt socio-cultural Identities in student Lives 

Maje and Luke (2009) take an extensive and conceptual view of identity through five 

metaphors in their paper on Literacy and Identity: they are (1) difference, (2) sense of 

self/subjectivity, (3) mind or consciousness, (4) narrative, and (5) position . Each 

metaphor carries different implications for understanding literacy practices, teaching and 

learning. Maje argues that identities are affected by the social beliefs, values and 

histories which are more importantly related to power. So we cannot think of identities 

as isolated , situated in themselves..,...These specific encodings and their affordances are 

changing all the time due to the development in social settings or a shift. However racial 

identity includes beliefs like domains in life, gender, peer or age-based groups. 

Maje et al. (2009) consider identity as a socially mediated and something that 

needs to be viewed in multiplicity rather than situational or an isolated. Sometimes 

identity experience can be a lack of awareness. Adolescents who participate in social 

networks gain a lot of cultural and social capital by accessing the information to 

understand the self. It is possible to read the social media literature as they are reading 

their own and that lens of introspection turns towards themselves as people learn that. 

Lewis and del Valle (2009) argue that these cultural identifications are meta 

discursive and these identities can be spatialized , hybridized and meta discursive in 

nature. So this sense of "groupness" can be associated with the practices and origins 

or phenotypes. These identities sometimes can be reduced to the stereotypes of 
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ethnicities and nationality though Amartya Sen (2000) had a different argument 

regarding this thought and he encouraged readers to move "beyond boundaries" 

because people can make different relationships based on time, space or relationships . 

Heath's (1983) Ways with Words demonstrated the distinct differences in how 

members of one cultural group speak, read or write when they are compared with other 

cultural groups. Heath considered cultural differences to emerge from participating in 

particular literacy practices. She also argued that it is important for teachers to 

understand these different ways with words as part of cultural identity and provide 

opportunities for translating from one cultural way with others, in order do develop in 

children their sense of self to the society as a whole . The teacher in this study was quite 

aware of these differences and worked in her classroom to create dialogues that offered 

such opportunities. 

Carol Lee's work (2001) is important in considering literacy practices specific to the 

group that is identified by race . Cultural identity and culturally responsive strategy 

provide access to young people to identify with the academic literacy practice taught in 

school which involved implementing a new curricular design to draw from funds of 

knowledge of under achieving students . These cultural practices are central to the 

meaning making practices. These meaning making spaces give more agency to the 

student and bridge the cultural difference, language or communicative metaphors. 

Some students choose and protect their identity consciously in a classroom and 

Leigh Hall's (2007) study sheds light on a "struggling reader" who positions him/herself 

as resistant because he/she wants to be positioned the way they are situated in the 
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classroom to prevent other students to recognize their limitations. According to 

the Ericksonian identity-as-a-self-metaphor, their identities are sometimes hidden in 

order to protect themselves. These aspects of identities are built consciously. 

There are a lot of dimensions that describe identity and the following Figure 

(Figure 1) used by McEwen and Jones represents the context and core of an individual 

identity where family background , sexual orientation , career experiences and socio 

cultural experiences form the context of our identity. Similarly, personal attributes and 

characteristics form the core of a person 's identity. I would use this framework as a 

supportive tool to formulate my theory. 
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CORE 
Personal AttributesCONTEXT 
Personal CharacteristicsFamily Background 
Personal Identity Sociocultural Conditions 

Current Experiences 
Career Decisions and Life Planning 

Figure 1: Figure adapted from McEwen and Jones, 2000 

All of these studies indicate a turn towards embracing identity to create a critical a 

meaningful perspective in the classroom. One of these studies done by Dallacqua and 

Sutton (2014) looked at the graphic novel Persepolis which explores that curriculum 

cannot be looked at through the confined lens of policy makers. We need inquiry 

projects for millennial students so that they can read and understand texts that are 
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creating room for thoughtful and critical discussions. The authors found that introducing 

such critical texts to students can help adolescent readers to discuss oppression and 

marginalizaton . 

In the article on extending literacy, Maje and Ellison (2016) explore the issue of 

including sociocultural practices and everyday school practices of students to expand 

the idea of literacy to foster critical thinking and meaning making of texts . They 

examined the impact of social media, multimodality and digital tools along with the 

community influence on adolescents to understand reading and writing practices. We 

need to look at literacy beyond the school to understand the complexity of students' 

lives outside the classroom . 

Dialogue in Learning 

Learning through social interaction makes us think about dialogic interactions 

and meaning making . Bakhtin plays an important role to understand classroom 

discourse, Bakhtin (2003) emphasized that words have no meaning on their own . 

Indeed, meaning is woven through social and cultural interactions. Teachers can often 

ignore the social and cultural knowledge that students bring with them rather than 

integrating that knowledge in the classroom discourse. Nystrand (1997) comprehends 

that dialogue plays an important role in laying the social foundation of learning where 

teacher encourages students to draw from their prior knowledge, current lifestyle and 

personal experiences as they understand their texts . Bakhtin's idea of heteroglossia and 

utterance stems from varied social practices that have not been previously interpreted 
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as popular culture . Birr Maje (2002) argues that paying attention to how adolescents 

manipulate popular culture can help us inform the academic culture and educational 

practices in our classroom. Maje and Ellsion (2016) emphasize extending literacy 

beyond the classrooms is crucially important for students to draw from various "funds of 

knowledge" (care givers, job settings, peer learning) available for fostering literacy skills 

in specific contexts. Papola- Ellis and Eberly (2015) take a closer look on how 

curriculum can get restricted in certain ways due to the pressure of standardized testing. 

Miller (2006) emphasized the need to rethink the curriculum and to make space for 

cultures and sub cultures that are not dominant in our culture by having a sustained 

dialogic inquiry that helps students to make connections with their lives. 

A study of such a class appears in Caldwell (2012). Martha Caldwell explores the 

topic of inquiry into identity and teaching critical thinking through a study of race, class 

and gender (Middle School Journal, 2012). She talks about 'routine dismissal of 

integrity' when African students are being chased by cops in a mall or white women 

clutch to their purses when they see them. It was a social studies classroom where 

students shared their personal experiences and used it as a spring board to express 

their intellectual energy. It started out as a climate change class with an introduction on 

race, class and gender but students were inspired by the unit and excited to share their 

experiences. This paper identifies the nature of student learning the elements of social 

justice everyday through writing and learning . When their students heard these echoes 

of diverse voices, they realized that they had more in common than they did differences. 

These themes of justice and fairness worked , since they tapped into the core idealist 
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stance of making the world a better place where we nurture our need of belonging . 

These students were groomed through an inquiry method of learning and each student 

was committed to producing the collective , evolving understanding. The teacher 

strengthened their capacity to learn when she designed a creative environment where 

students developed authentic bonds; it "provided a forum to engage the students and a 

template to guide them, we bear witness to the students every emerging identities and 

phenomenal growth ." 

Using dialogue as a tool for inquiry appears in other studies. For example, Miller 

(1998) studied an English-History class where students "entered into multicultural 

conversations" that helped them learn to critique both literary and historical texts . Miller 

and Legge (1999) conducted an ethnographic case study of an English class that 

focused on understanding through discussion of multicultural texts . Students learned to 

pose questions through reading , discussing, and writing about interpretations and 

differences. 

Much of the work on such dialogues, however, does not include multimodal texts. 

I propose that multimodal texts along with multicultural representation and dialogue can 

change classroom experiences for teachers and students in shaping their identity from 

their personal experiences. In my pursuit of understanding culturally relevant pedagogy 

and the use of multimodal multicultural curriculum in a classroom, these multimodal and 

sociocultural theories helped me to understand the complex landscape of teacher and 

student discourses that were emerging beyond the traditional conversational practices 

in a classroom. Kress (1998) mentions that curriculum shapes the design for the 
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individuals' social disposition and provides an important set of resource for individuals' 

transformation . I use that as a lens to investigate the essence of a CRP based 

classroom where the curriculum is also informed and shaped by the evolving lives of 

adolescents in that classroom. 

Addressing the Gap in the Research Literature 

There is a gap in the research on helping students to explore their socio-cultural 

identities through Multimodal experiences and dialogue. Research has not examined 

Culturally Relevant Pedagogy(CRP) through the lens of dialogue, identity and 

multicultural/multimodal texts . I want to explore the effectiveness of CRP as an agent 

and Dialogue as a tool to understand the identity and voices of diverse students. This 

teacher pushed the boundaries of mainstream culture to include Caucasian stereotypes 

and made the students rethink their Caucasian identity through the communities that 

they lived in and the social spaces that they identify with . So my research is addressing 

the gap that we need to include all students to understand that they are all a part of a 

bigger culture where there is a power imbalance but they can play a big role to 

contribute their voice in that public discourse. 

With the help of this framework, I wish to investigate how a teacher who teaches 

with a culturally relevant stance and multimodal multicultural practices that impacted 

and shaped student identities. I will further examine in what ways, if any, the teacher 

uses dialogue to navigate the learning process. It was informative to examine the 

experiences of all students (of varied race, class and gender), their perceptions, and 
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how the teacher helped these students to navigate a secondary English classroom 

using multimodal/multicultural texts (MMT). I want to examine this lens closely to identify 

the social practices that help students to situate themselves in classroom literacy 

practices. 

The problem of students' cultural discontinuities with school (Ogbu , 2004) may be 

filled through culturally relevant pedagogy in the context of new literacies and identity

making experiences. My research questions aim to examine that possibility in a first-ring 

suburban English class focusing on Culture. Using an ethnographic case study design , I 

collected data, observed the class , interviewed students and teacher and artifacts that I 

analyze inductively. This research is significant because it will contribute to the field by 

filling the literature gap that exists on how a teacher tries to integrate new literacies as a 

tool to address the bigger and critical issues of race, class and gender in a secondary 

classroom. 

Understanding from my theoretical framework, it was important to integrate 

'Culturally Relevant Dialogic Pedagogy' through a multimodal multicultural curriculum 

that helped in exploring student identity. In the following chapter, I attempt to describe 

the context of the study, details of the site and the methodology that I pursued for this 

research . 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

Kingston School and Community 

This study took place in the working class, first-ring suburban Kingston High school 

in the Northeast USA. The average enrollment of Grade 12 in this school is 205 students 

with an average of 20-25 students in each class. The student population in this school 

district is comprised of 25% African-American , 3% Hispanic, 2% Asian , and 70% 

Caucasian . The average attendance rate is 93%. The turnover rate of teachers with less 

than five years of experience is 33%, whereas the overall average for the school is 18%. 

This school achieves a graduation rate of 76% while the state average is 55% . The 

graduation rate for African-American students is 68%, for Caucasian students it is 80%, 

and for economically disadvantaged students, it is 70% . In conversation with the teacher 

I learned that most of the students in the focal class worked after school and on weekends 

at McDonalds®, Subway®, Dairy Queen®, Wegmans® or the Post Office . 

The focus of this study centers on how a teacher influences and shapes student 

identities in a Cultural Perspectives senior classroom where Multimodal Multicultural 

texts were integrated into day-to-day instruction . This was an elective course. I knew the 

teacher through a referral from my advisor in my Doctoral program. After a conversation 

with the teacher, I felt that this teacher had a critical cultural stance and strong belief in 

student voices, which shaped her classroom. She was the second person to teach this 

course; her predecessor designed it when she was doing an internship under him. 
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During a visit to her school and classroom, she told me that she continued teaching the 

course on Cultural Perspectives but she made a lot of changes. I sought to explore the 

motivation behind teaching this course through formal interviews over the semester of 

observation. By focusing on the teaching practices of this teacher, I wanted to 

investigate how she initiated conversations by adopting multicultural and multimodal 

texts, dialogue and cultural perspectives in her pedagogy to invite diverse student 

voices into her classroom. 

Below is a chart that shows the texts used in Lauren 's classroom, along with the 

assignment and the topics covered . 
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Curriculum content 
Unsettling America: 
AntholoQy of poems 

Childhood Memory: 
Personal biography -
family background 

Novel: Sherman Alexie -
True Diary of a Part time 
Indian 

Story: "Indians are People, 
Not Mascots" 

Book Review: Books 
selected from Bibliography 
of a presentation given by 
the librarian 

Middle Eastern Identity: 
Documentary, writer visit: 
Nadia Shahram, a lawyer 
from Tehran 

This I Believe 

Viewing the movie: Avalon 

Assignment 

ipoem 

Reflection and Discussion on 
Ning 

Post on Ning 

Film reflection /experience 

Ning post with pictures 

Respond to each other on Ning 

Bring pictures to class 

Class discussion 

Ning post 

Poem 

Exploring issue of race 

Class Discussion 

Trip to library 

Book review and reflection 

Talk about gender roles 

imovie/documentary 

Newspaper article from Buffalo 
news 

Multimodal Composing 

Written reflection 

Class discussion 

Discussion on Ning 

Discussion on student quotes 
posted on Ning 
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Themes Covered 

American Dream 

Race, Class, 
Gender and 
Identity by 
exploring family 
backgrounds 

White Privilege 

Issues of race 

Identity 

American Dream 
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TED Talk: Dangers of a 
single story 

Patrick Finn visit: A 
chapter from his book, 
Literacv with an Attitude 

Documentary viewing: Hip-
hop - Beyond beats and 
rhymes 

Gender inquiry and identity 

Persepolis (Middle Eastern 
Identity) 

Letters to Myself - She 
asked them to write a 
letter to themselves 

Final Essay/Reflection 
Paper and lmovie 

Classroon discussion 

Written Assignment 

Ning discussion 

Group discussion 
Charts made by students on 
their thoughts on race & 
stereotypes 
Group presentation 

Class discussion and questions 

Ning discussion 

Students to make imovie or 
documentary on what they think 
about hip hop 

Documentary on manhood and 
gender identity 

Media critique/Mini 
documentray/Textual creation 
for imovie 

proposal writing for choosing 
any form to make an imovie 

Graphic Novel 

Presentation with a lesson plan, 
handout and copy of texts. 
Asked them to become 
teachers 

Letters that she will post to 
them after two years. 

They were asked to cover their 
dreams and inspirations and 
views about high school 
experience. 

Choose a favorite topic from 
content covered throughout the 
year 
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Stereotypes, race, 
single story, 
culture 

Class and 
socioeconomic 
status 

Hip Hop, Media 
influence, popular 
culture, gender 
inquiry, identity, 
racial profiling, 
stereotypes 

Race and Identity 

Personal Identity/ 
Critical Inquiry 

Table 1: The various texts and assignments used in Lauren Costello's class 
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Student Participation in Class Discussions 

My very first experience of Lauren's classroom in October was that of students 

bringing in their personal childhood pictures and talking about their favorite memories as 

a child . This was their first project and assignment--to write a personal reflection about a 

childhood memory. Students were encouraged to bring a personal artifact/picture from 

their house. All of them sat together in a big circle and shared their favorite picture and 

talked about their childhood memories. From that conversation , I next introduce the 

individual students, as they introduced themselves and as I came to know them over 

time. I am just writing the description of some students who played an active role in the 

discussion . 

Chen: A Laotian student who lived in Vegas and talked about vivid memory of his family 

coming apart after his parents. divorce and his plans to go back to Vegas. He brought a 

picture of himself with his grandparents and how he would always look forward to go to 

his grandparents' house as a kid and play a lot of musical instruments. 

Kesha - An African American student who was very vocal and expressed her opinion 

with full emotions. She talked about her doting father and how she considered it a 

blessing that she has all the mentoring that she needs from her Dad , especially when 

she sees a lot of her friends don't have a father figure in their lives. She often talked 

about her Aunt's struggle with cancer and how her Aunt was a hero for her to survive 

with so much courage. 

Jamaal - A Pakistani student who talked about his love for the game cricket. He brought 

pictures of him playing cricket in his native dress. He talked about the stereotype he 
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faced , discrimination about being a Pakistani and how it shaped his identity in America . 

He was Christian and not Muslim and it was difficult for him to explain that to everybody 

who quickly label him as a Muslim. He missed his life in New York City and often talked 

about visiting his extended family who still lived there . 

Noel - An African American student in the class who would often share his experience 

being a football player and how much his experiences living in a neighborhood as an 

African American changed his perception and playing football for is team was very 

helpful. 

Lindsay - A Caucasian student who mentioned that she lives on her own with her 

boyfriend and this was the best decision that she took to separate from her family. She 

would often bring that up in the classroom. She would say that she is working hard 

outside the school and inside the school to make a life for herself. 

Sebastian- A Native American Student who would miss a lot of classes. He didn 't 

participate much in the class but would express himself more in his writing . He talked 

about his grandfather, a dementia patient living them and how it was taking a big toll on 

his mother to take care of him. 

Abby-A Caucasian student who talked about how the divorce of her parents made her 

strong and she had to move to a different neighborhood because of that. She had a 

very unique perspective on growth that happened because of the changes in her life. 

Billy - A Caucasian student who was always encouraging other students to express 

their opinion . He really looked up to Ms. Costello and would joke that he can do 

anything that Ms. Costello asks him to do. He would often boast in the class that his 
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mother has given permission to Ms. Costello to give him any kind of punishment if he 

doesn 't turn in any assignment. 

Branson - A Caucasian football player in the school team. He talked about growing up 

in an average blue collared American home and how that had shaped his identity. He 

worked at Dairy Queen and would often come up with stories from his work 

experiences. 

Daniel - A Caucasian student who was always catching up with news around the world. 

He talked about joining the armed forces like his older brother who had a lot of influence 

on him. He was fascinated with the economics behind the wars. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

Students in these classes opted for this elective to meet a graduation 

requirement. So one aspect of my study will be to uncover the layers of their interest 

and how this course impacts their thinking and identity. 

Interviews. I chose four students who participated in a semi-structured interview 

about their background and experience in the class (Callahan , Fontana and Frey, 

1994 ). These students were chosen based on their willingness and teacher consultation 

and to gather diverse perspectives. There was an effort to include culturally diverse 

voices to increase variability and in-depth analysis (Callahan & Nelson, 1983). 

Teacher's ideology was important in my study to unpack the various layers of 

teacher knowledge that helped this teacher to incorporate cultural narrative in her 

classroom. As mentioned earlier, this teacher was teaching this course using a culturally 
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relevant viewpoint and by integrating new literacy tools, where she included media, 

artifacts, movies (making and screening), news articles, writer visits . I unpacked the 

layers of this lens through teacher interviews, informal discussions, observations, and 

artifacts. I used to talk informally with students and teacher before and after classes. I 

documented these conversations through audio recording or writing the responses in 

my field notes and reflective memos. I interviewed the teacher three timesbefore the 

semester began, during the semester and at the end of the semester to understand how 

she reflected on her pedagogical practices and students' progress. In some classes, I 

talked to students about their projects in progress as they work. I transcribed all the 

teacher and student interviews. 

Video Recording. Video recording was used as a supplement to the field notes 

and interviews. Digital Video footage gave an exact idea of the verbal and non-verbal 

gestures used by teachers and students in the classroom. Sometimes, keeping a video 

camera in the classroom could have been daunting to students so I sought written 

permission from the teacher and students. I recorded a few sessions when they were 

having a discussion in the classroom as a whole. I videotaped most of the classes that 

revolved around discussion across these two semesters. There were times when I didn't 

do any video recording and there were times when I didn't get an exact angle for 

recording . The voice was not very clear in the video footage . The video footage was 

selectively reviewed based on project relevance and emerging significance to the 

analysis like the projects on Gender Inquiry, Ted Talk, Hip Hop documentary. Field 

notes and classroom assignments were the primary sources of data. 
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Observations. This is an ethnographic case study where data collection was an 

ongoing and recursive process through two semesters for three to four days in a 

week. I covered a lot of projects across two semesters which included Ted Talk, Hip 

Hop Documentary, Avalon movie, Gender Inquiry and many more. This gave me a 

clear idea of how this teacher developed the conceptual framework of her projects and 

how she enacted and implemented those ideas and themes in her classroom. 

During each visit I included audio or videotaping of the sessions, field notes, 

reflective memos, relevant artifacts, teacher handouts and student assignments. 

Field Notes. My role in this study was that of an observer. I did take notes in my 

notepad or a word document while I sat in the classroom with the students. I always 

rotated my position and would sit with different students each time. I focused on the 

classroom interactions and Lauren's dialogic interactions with students. I included some 

reflective memos to include my own thoughts at the end of field notes so it did lend me 

some analytic space as a writer. There were days when I was not able to take field 

notes but I added those notes after I get back from school or from looking at the video 

or audio recorded data . 

Artifacts. I used multiple sources of data to enhance my description and 

analysis . For example : handouts, assignment sheets, rubrics handed out by the 

teacher. I also included student-generated storyboards, essays or activity sheets that 

they use during the planning stages of their project. I made a special attempt to include 

artifacts of the participants like the assignments that they wrote or a picture that they 
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brought from home as part of the discussion. I included pictures of the classroom, 

especially the quotations that Lauren had in her classroom walls and on the door. She 

included a fluid quotation wall of her students' quotations that they said as part of the 

classroom discussion. I remember a particular example where a student made a big 

post it and wrote "Disappointment stains my skin", "Is America Great? 

Data Audio and Classroom Teacher Student Field Notes 
Analysis Video Artifacts Interviews Assignments 

Recording 

Initial Highlighting Pictures Audio Read and Reflective 
Analysis 

Venn 
Diagrams 

Quotations 

Assignment 
Handouts 

Interviews 

Transcripts 

reread Written 
Assignments 

memos and 
vignettes 

Preliminary 
jotting 

Writing 
Prompts by 
the teacher 

Subsequent Emergent Emergent Emerging Emerging Categorized 
Analysis Themes Themes Patterns patterns assignments 

and became 
Teacher 
and Student 

Annotating themes Emergent 
themes were 

Dialogic highlighted 
Moves 

Thematic 
coding 

Table 2: Overview of Data Analysis 
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The chart above shows the types of data that were collected and transcribed 

through an ongoing and recursive method. Data analysis went through various phases 

of analysis to filter down to some concrete themes that emerged as a pattern which 

reflected the pedagogical practices in the classroom. 

Data Analysis. Data were analyzed , coded and emerging themes were captured 

through triangulation following the guidelines of Saldana (2013), Glesne (2011 ), 

Creswell (2007). My goal through this analysis was to capture students and teacher 

interactions in such a way that helps me build an analytic narrative of how this teacher 

is able to build a classroom that shapes student identities by implementing multimodal 

and Culturally Relevant Pedagogy in her classroom. My data collection entailed written 

samples of student writing , classroom handouts, rough drafts of students writing , mid

term and final reflection of their classroom assignments. 

Since the conceptual foundation of my analysis was ethnography, I read through 

my notes and use a coding technique to develop emerging themes (Wolcott 1994b; 

Creswell , 2007). Data analysis was an ongoing and recursive process (Strauss & 

Corbin , 1998). and I read my observations and notes to develop appropriate themes. I 

compared those themes and make some broad categories . A sorting procedure was 

used to find regularities and similar patterns in those categories to formulate a 

comparative analysis with the help of charts, diagrams and figures (Creswell , 2007). At 

the same time, I read relevant literature to find theoretical constructs to assess my data . 
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The whole process began with the sorting procedure of going through the whole 

data that included videos, field notes, student and teacher interviews. After taking a 

primary look at the video data and field notes in chronological order, I shortlisted three 

to four projects based on my research questions. I then used the first and second cycle 

of coding process recommended by Saldana in his book "The Coding Manual for 

Qualitative Researchers" (2013) . In order to compile and sort the data, I used an 

amalgam of elemental and procedural methods. To specify further, in the first phase of 

coding, I used open , recursive method and descriptive coding to decipher interviews, 

video clips, audio clips for indexing, categorizing and labeling . I took notes of the 

various ways students approached the multimodal texts and internalized the discussion 

in their writing assignments. This reading and rereading of my data made me think of 

different ways to look at the coding process. Since my interest lied in looking at the 

student and teacher dialogic interactions, I realized it will be best if I made a chart of all 

the texts used in the classroom based on the topic covered , curriculum content and the 

theme. It was very important to look at the relevance of all the material that was covered 

by Lauren in the classroom. Just compiling the curriculum gave me new insights on the 

data so I could articulate my thought process in a way that helped me understand the 

curriculum design of making a culturally relevant literature used by the teacher to initiate 

dialogue in the classroom. I used an open-ended approach to begin the process with 

some general guidelines. I used this as a time to reflect on my field notes, interviews 

and looking at student assignments. Coding was intimidating to begin with but I used 

this as an opportunity to embrace the chaos and started sifting the data as I plodded 
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along. After making the charts, I realized I needed to start with one project that had the 

meatiest and most interpretive conversation. That project was 'Dangers of a Single 

Story' and I looked at the modes that were used to teach that project which originally 

started with Ted Talk video that the class watched together. This process of initial 

coding made me look at the videos multiple times. From that point on , I started jotting 

down the important episodes of discussion and thought about the categories and codes 

that reflected the discussion . I did come up with a few codes in the initial process but a 

lot of them didn't make it to the final process due to the relevance. I kept taking notes 

and wrote reflections while looking at the classroom videos and while reading the 

student assignments. Keeping a reflective audio and written journal helped me sort and 

interpret my thoughts better. 

The second phase was more focused and involved with pattern coding 

techniques to capture similar attributes and constructs (Saldana, 2013). This process of 

making charts and Venn diagrams to assess the most complex dialogic practices in the 

classrooms helped me think through the data. I kept consulting my advisor during the 

process to figure out the most suitable methods and technique. My stance as an 

observer helped me to see the classroom in a very objective and nuanced manner. The 

landscape of the classroom unfolded itself and I kept on documenting the classroom 

practices in the form of field notes and reflective journals. I would sometimes stay 

around for the after school activities like the poetry jam sessions that the teacher 

conducted in the classroom or the planning sessions. These experiences gave me an 

opportunity to get to know the teacher and students on a deeper level and I gained an 
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understanding of how this teacher developed relationships with her students to develop 

a community. 

Potential Significance 

My experience after teaching a multicultural course at the university made me 

realize that this kind of study is very important in the United States, where we need to 

address the needs of multicultural society that is constantly emerging and changing 

every day. This changing demographic makes it more relevant to teach such courses in 

these classrooms. Most of the studies that I reviewed were interpretive, qualitative and 

philosophized versions of the cultural beliefs and attitudes prevalent in the society, but I 

made further connections in research on dialogic interaction through Culturally Relevant 

Pedagogy ( CRP), student identity and what motivates this teacher to teach such a 

different course. An overarching concern of schools today is to understand identity in 

context of diversity and prepare teachers for the same. In most of the studies, diversity 

has been positioned in a conflicting manner. It is up to the students to negotiate and 

deconstruct the mainstream power codes (Boyd et al. , 2006). This study provides 

evidence that if we give students some access to power through dialogic discourses, 

students can capture and deconstruct the mainstream narrative, along with their own 

cultural capital. Most of the research literature points towards the fact that policy 

makers, curriculum, and human agents (teachers or organizations) have to give more 

representation and voice to the diverse learners and to the teachers who want to 

embrace diversity (Boone, 2008; Gazel, 2006; Freire, 1970; Lynne & Parker, 2006). 
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There is a need to re-contextualize cultural literacy so that every student can participate 

in the classroom. Students' felt identities have to be in a flux so that they can "talk back" 

rather than being silent in the classroom (Delpit, 1988). Teachers have to scaffold texts 

and tasks in ways that create more collaborative spaces and multimodal ways to make 

cultural learning more engaging and dialogic (Miller, 2007; Miller & Borowicz, 2006). 

Most important is to bring more purpose and meaning to classroom spaces. I attempt to 

make those connections and fill those gaps in research through my study. 

In the following chapter, I will discuss the typical day in Lauren's classroom, 

which highlights the particular style of dialogue and problem posing that Lauren initiated 

to open up the conversations related to the texts of her classroom. I focus on the 

questions and techniques that she uses to problematize texts which help her students to 

relate those texts to their own lives. In the final chapter, I focus on the discussion of the 

findings and the significance of Culturally Relevant Dialogic Pedagogy and how that 

approach helped students to understand their own selves in the context of the world . 
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Chapter 4 

Findings 

Using Dialogic Tools to Navigate Student Voices 

"I think there is a freedom in pursuing the student and teacher identity together, 
community identity and the world identity. I always start the class with a narrative, 
student narratives and issues that impact the community. I want them to be the power of 
the class. I underplay my presence . At first, I was conscious about it and now it comes 
naturally." Ms. Lauren Costello 

In this chapter, I provide examples from Miss . Lauren Costello's classroom to 

show the dynamics of a regular day. I use this opportunity to cover some discussion 

aspects of her classroom, along with the sensitive moves that she makes to navigate 

dialogue-oriented teaching to understand a text. Also, it gives a sneak peek into her 

day-to-day problem posing moves to foster critical thinking and discussion skills . This 

chapter gives an insight into Ms. Lauren's Senior English Elective classroom where she 

introduces some major life building and critical thinking skills using unique modalities. 

Student Participation in Class Discussions 

My very first experience of Lauren's classroom in October was that of students 

bringing in their personal childhood pictures and talking about their favorite memories as 

a child . This was their first project and assignment--to write a personal reflection about a 

childhood memory. Students were encouraged to bring a personal artifact/picture from 

their house. All of them sat together in a big circle and shared their favorite picture and 
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talk about their childhood memories. From that conversation , I introduce the individual 

students, as they introduced themselves and as I came to know them over time. 

Chen: A Laotian student who lived in Vegas and talked about vivid memory of his family 

coming apart after his parents. divorce and his plans to go back to Vegas. He brought a 

picture of himself with his grandparents and how he would always look forward to go to 

his grandparents' house as a kid and play a lot of musical instruments. 

Kesha - An African American student who was very vocal and expressed her opinion 

with full emotions. She talked about her doting father and how she considered it a 

blessing that she has all the mentoring that she needs from her Dad , especially when 

she sees a lot of her friends don't have a father figure in their lives. She often talked 

about her Aunt's struggle with cancer and how her Aunt was a hero for her to survive 

with so much courage . 

Jamaal - A Pakistani student who talked about his love for the game cricket. He brought 

pictures of him playing cricket in his native dress. He talked about the stereotype he 

faced, discrimination about being a Pakistani and how it shaped his identity in America . 

He was a Christian and not a Muslim and it was difficult for him to explain that to 

everybody who quickly label him as a Muslim. He missed his life in New York City and 

often talked about visiting his extended family who still lived there . 

Noel - An African American student in the class who would often share his experience 

being a football player and how much his experiences living in a neighborhood as an 

African American changed his perception and playing football for is team was very 

helpful. 
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Lindsay - A Caucasian student who mentioned that she lives on her own with her 

boyfriend and this was the best decision that she took to separate from her family. She 

would often bring that up in the classroom. She would say that she is working hard 

outside the school and inside the school to make a life for herself. 

Sebastian - A Native American Student who would miss a lot of classes. He didn't 

participate much in the class but would express himself more in his writing . He talked 

about his grandfather, a dementia patient living them and how it was taking a big toll on 

his mother to take care of him . 

Abby-A Caucasian student who talked about how the divorce of her parents made her 

strong and she had to move to a different neighborhood because of that. She had a 

very unique perspective on growth that happened because of the changes in her life. 

Billy - A Caucasian student who was always encouraging other students to express 

their opinion . He really looked up to Ms. Costello and would joke that he can do 

anything that Ms. Costello asks him to do. He would often boast in the class that his 

mother has given permission to Ms. Costello to give him any kind of punishment if he 

doesn't turn in any assignment. 

Branson - A Caucasian football player in the school team. He talked about growing up 

in an average blue collared American home and how that had shaped his identity. He 

worked at Dairy Queen and would often come up with stories from his work 

experiences. 
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Daniel - A Caucasian student who was always catching up with news around the world . 

He talked about joining the armed forces like his older brother who had a lot of influence 

on him. He was fascinated with the economics behind the wars. 

An Inviting Space: Ms. Lauren Costello's Classroom 

As one entered Ms. Costello's classroom (Figure 2), the warm cozy home like feel 

was immediately evident. On the left sat Lauren's desk with her Mac laptop and some 

stationery. Along the wall on the left, there were posters with famous quotations from 

visionaries from all over the world, including Gandhi : "Be the change that you wish to 

see in the world ." A poem called 'Every Boy, Every Girl' started like this "For every girl 

who is tired of acting weak when she is strong, there is a boy who is tired to appear 

strong when he feels vulnerable ." A poem from Zimbabwe showed two women dancing 

together while holding hands, "If you can walk, dance, you can dance, if you can talk, 

you can sing ." Further on, there was a defined space in a corner of the blackboard that 

where students were encouraged to post quotations that they wrote or the statements 

that they made during the discussions. For example, the students wrote, 

"Disappointment stains my skin", "Books make me the person I want to be," and 

"America shapes us into who it wants us to be." Sometimes Lauren would tell the 

student in a middle of a discussion to post the statement that they just made-- to stick it 

on the Wall of Fame. 
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Figure 2: Ms Lauren Costello's Classroom 
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Figure 3: Inspirational Posters in Ms Lauren Costello's Classroom 

The space that Ms. Lauren Costello created had a lot of warmth , an inviting vibe 

to it. Tables were in one big circle that invited the students to sit together as a whole 

class and face each other while engaged in conversations. There were certain elements 

in that classroom that made the students feel that they belonged to this big whole group. 

There were no separate work groups or stations other than the big group circle and 

some computers along the wall. She told me that her classroom was still evolving as 

she had just joined this school a year ago. 
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The spot near her desk was always filled with students buzzing in and out of her 

classroom and it was evident that they shared a camaraderie with her due to her warm 

and caring personality. Kesha would always refer to her as a second Mom at school. 

Jamaal told me that a big incentive for him to keep coming to school was because of 

Ms. Lauren 's class. Even when I had an interview scheduled with Lauren , three 

students stopped by to talk about how their day was going . 

She had an open-door policy for her students. So many students would drop by 

to chit chat with her and get some bite sized therapy sessions, be it some advice related 

to their career, SAT forms, or something that was upsetting them in their personal life. 

At three occasions, I saw that a gay student stopped to discuss some bullying issues in 

the school. Lauren's classroom had a therapeutic feel to it - during class time and in 

between the classes. She was always occupied having conversation with her students, 

on her feet having a conversation with her students. 

The space around her desk was a Zen spot for her students where they could 

come and unburden their turmoil to get a slice of peace and a good advice. Once a gay 

student entered fuming , to let Lauren know that some younger students were picking on 

her sexual orientation while she was on her way to the class and since they were 

younger, she found it harder to retaliate . Lauren encouraged her to write about it since 

she was such a good writer and especially a poem which was that student's forte . Often 

she would encourage students to channel that energy in the form of writing or some 

artistic talent that she knew that particular student had. 
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One time, Kesha, an African American student told her that her aunt who was her 

Godmother, hero & inspiration was battling with cancer. Once she also mentioned 

something like she is so fortunate to have a father like she has to mentor her all along 

as compared to many of her friends especially in the African American community. 

Lauren said that she is always there if she needs to speak to anyone. She would always 

ask them to journal their feelings. Another student Chen told her that he moved from 

Vegas and he missed it due to more career options and diversity. Apparently, he moved 

when his parents divorced and he is a minor so he has to stay with someone but he 

planned to move back to Vegas as soon as he was done with high school. Jamaal 

would often come to talk to Lauren and tell her that she was her favorite teacher and 

how her 'Cultural Perspectives' class was his favorite . 

An African American girl summed up her relationship when she said in the class, 

"You are like our mother," to which Ms. Costello responded with a hearty laugh and 

said, "Yes, I have the DNA of a mother." She told me in an interview, "I am like the Mom 

and I have a caring personality. I strive to build a real connection with the students and 

it helps them to perform better." She would also share the stories of her daughter in the 

classroom and many students would continuously ask her about the antics of her 

daughter. Ms. Lauren Costello was comfortable sharing her personal life with her 

students. Lauren told me many times in between her classes and even during an 

interview that she wanted her classroom to be a space where students could express 

themselves without any inhibition . In fact, she elaborated one time on how she was 

learning to enter into culturally significant tradition of discussion about other cultures 
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and encourage her students to open themselves and engage in dialogue. In an 

interview, Lauren said that "There is no such thing as being neutral in a conversation 

and it is okay to be uncomfortable." 

Ms. Lauren would always describe her class to me as a 'Cultural Remix' where 

she mentioned that she wanted for her students to think and speak for themselves in 

their lives wherever they were. Lauren would often take permission from her students if 

she could integrate those connections or conversations in the big discussions of the 

classroom as a whole . She always asked them if she could do so. One day she asked 

Chen about his experience living in Vegas and asked him further what it was that he 

missed about living there when they were doing a personal reflection about their lives. 

Chen mentioned that it was diversity, good weather, and a lot of jobs to choose from. 

She asked him to put all of this into his personal reflection. She asked him to use his 

personal response and often used Chen's example in classroom discussions . In an 

interview she explained, "I want my students to express their opinions wherever they 

are in their life . It can be a room full of people who are older than them or any public 

space." 

In what follows, I will present four projects that describe the day-to-day activity in 

Lauren's classroom to highlight the central themes of how she facilitated the dialogue in 

the classroom related to the text that they read, documentary that they watched or an 

unconventional text like Ted Talk they viewed . Even when she used a non-print text as 

a modality, she made sure to distribute a written text of that talk after they watched the 

video and before they started the discussion . She encouraged them to take notes 
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actively while they watched anything on screen and she would do the same herself. I 

have covered the topics in succession from October to December where most of the 

discussions happened . The teacher took a break after that since an intern (student 

teacher) joined the class to teach . After that the projects covered were not discussion

based . Students were preparing to graduate and to take the SAT. During that time, 

Lauren focused on personal inquiry projects . 

Uncomfortable Conversations - Let's Talk about Race! 

In this particular class during the first few weeks of the school session , Ms. 

Lauren showed a Ted Talk (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9lhs241zeg) to her 

students where Chimamanda Adichie talked about how single stories or stereotypes 

can be dangerous to the society since they are half - truths . In the video Adichie talked 

about single story stereotypes through her personal experiences of living in Nigeria and 

how at one point she thought about her domestic help as miserable and unhappy 

people since her Mom told her that they were poor and didn't have any money; upon 

visiting them, she found them to be creatively engaged in life and happy. On coming to 

the United States, Chimamanda found that American people thought of Nigeria or any 

African country as a poor country with beautiful landscapes, exotic animals, who fought 

senseless wars and didn't have any voice of their own . The stereotype was that they 

were waiting to be saved by kind white people. Adichie narrated other stories from her 

life experiences, where she established that how single stories can be dangerous for 

the society that wants to thrive as a whole . She emphasized that single stories can 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9lhs241zeg
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harm us and our society since the complexity of our being gets reduced to a single 

story. 

Discussion on Ted Talk Project. On the day of the class discussion on the TED 

Talk, Lauren started the class with a big smile saying, "It's a bright and sunny day. I 

have all the lights on so we can get rejuvenated . I hope all of you got that extra hour of 

sleep and now we are all fresh" (It was after the clocks turned back during the 

weekend) . Jamaal, a Pakistani student who often worked at his father's convenience 

store for a night shift said that he had to work that extra hour and said that she felt sad 

for him. The day before that class, Lauren and her students had watched the above Ted 

Talk in the class . This day Lauren distributed the transcript of Chimamanda Adichie's 

Dangers of a Single Story and asked everybody to mark wherever they felt it was 

something they liked, disliked or if it was confusing . Everyone in the class read for a few 

minutes and Lauren announced, "We kind of count in 4 and make a group. Talk aloud 

about what you wrote." She had written on the board : "EACH GROUP: Discuss your 

thoughts/ responses to 'The Dangers of a single story' . Create a poster that represents 

your group's thoughts, questions and understandings." There was always a little writing 

activity that Lauren asked her students to do before they engaged in any discussion 

concerning the topic that they read or watched . She asked them to make a poster board 

which should represent what each group thinks. 

The class then divided according to their count and I sat with Jamaal, Chen, 

Karla and Noel, along with a student teacher. They silently read the transcript 

distributed by Lauren . Suddenly Jamaal, a student from Pakistan, started talking about 
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racial stereotypes and how there is an image of Pakistanis in United States as someone 

with a turban , big beard and "Taliban looking ." He narrated an incident to the group, and 

Lauren listened attentively. Jamaal asked Ms. Costello if she remembered his story and 

she said 'yes' and he went on to tell about the experience of his lunchroom when 

someone asked him if he had kept Ramadan when he was standing in the line to get his 

lunch. He questioned the person--why would he be standing in lunch line if he had kept 

Ramadan? Then the other student told him that he should do that since he was a 

Muslim. Jamaal said that he got so angry that he felt like punching him on the face 

because Jamal is a Christian and there is a sizeable amount of people who practice 

Christianity in Pakistan . Ms. Costello said she was sad to hear that. The whole group 

listened and James kept on nodding when Jamaal was narrating . They wrapped up the 

discussion and wanted to add more personal experiences the following day. 

The next day Lauren started the class with a highlight of the news that day about 

four adolescents who were killed in the car accident in their neighborhood at a stop 

sign . They got into discussion about the incident and Lauren showed her concern by 

saying, "I get rattled when I hear this, so you be very careful about driving." Jamal 

teased Lauren to see a reaction on her face saying, "James likes to race ." Lauren 

picked up on it and expressed her concern and told her students to be careful and 

asked everybody to get back in their groups to discuss their views and finish their chart. 

Students got into groups and that day there was another addition to the group I 

was observing and it was Billy. Billy was curious to learn more about cultural issues 

faced by immigrants and people of color. He kept on encouraging Jamaal and Chen to 
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discuss about what they had experienced in this country coming from a different race. 

They started where they left on the why of stereotypes. They started thinking about the 

'why' of stereotypes' 

Students made a chart and the discussion started with Jamaal being asked from 

other students about being a Pakistani and how people call him or think of him as a 

terrorist. 

Jamaal: People always have that image of me or a Pakistani as a terrorist, with a 

turban, and a beard . 

Lauren: Do you think that this stereotype will stay with Jamaal? 

The whole class agreed that to be true and they said that he will have to live with 

that stereotype all of his life. 

Jamaal: I found it very difficult to adjust in Oneida after moving from New York 

City. It felt better when James became my best friend . 

Lauren: That's nice, James. 

Lauren: Okay, so what do you all think about stereotypes. Are they good or bad? 

Some students started talking about good and bad stereo types. Ms. Lauren asked 

about the typical racial stereotypes from all students. Since they were sitting in small 

groups but talking as a big group. There were a lot of lists that were created . Chen and 

Jamaal, Darlene and Karla wrote this in their notebooks and Lauren put it on the board: 

"Chinese and Indian are good in math, African Americans are good at dancing and 

basketball." Lauren asked them to think about their definition of stereotypes and if they 
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would like to add more. After about ten minutes, Lauren announced : "Merge all the 

voices in the big group" which meant that all of them need to get back to sit in a circle 

and discuss as a whole class . 

Kesha: We are conditioned to think about people, based on the stereotypes that 

are represented in the media . 

Lauren: I really appreciate your comment, Kesha . What is conditioning? 

No student answered for a few minutes. 

Lindsay (hesitatingly): This kind of conversation will make everyone 

uncomfortable. 

Lauren: Part of learning is being uncomfortable and we are going to do that. 

James (nodded) "It's true. Very much so." 

In this case, as always, Ms. Lauren would always set the tone of the class 

discussion to get her students' expectations on the same page, particularly if the 

discussion was sensitive . It seemed to provide the validity for the scary and 

uncomfortable narrative that they were exploring through discussion . 

Billy asked James: "What is a Caucasian stereotype?" 

James (looking at Billy): It is about being average which is scary and a 

stereotype that there is nothing spectacular about, being a Caucasian . 

Lauren asked Jamaal to narrate the lunch room incident again to the whole class 

and they seemed to be in awe and disgust after hearing his story on being harassed in 
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the lunchroom when he was questioned by another student for standing in the lunch line 

in the Ramadan days. All of them expressed their concerns about Jamaal and 

connected it with Ted Talk by Chimamanda--that stereotypes would actually be 

dangerous and demanding for Jamaal as he would go and join the workforce after 

school. Abby empathized by saying that Jamaal would always face that stereotype in 

his life and he will always have to put an extra effort to prove them wrong. 

The next day, Sebastian, a Native American student, who would often come late 

to class, entered the class in the middle of the discussion . I noticed a few times that 

Lauren called his house and talked to his mother about sending him to school or to let 

them know that he needs to be in this class. Lauren was very happy to see him since she 

talked to his mother that morning to send him to school. Addressing Sebastian, she said, 

"So our man is here. Let me ask you a question, Sebastian- we have to write about 

stereotypes today and I would like to start with you since you have a lot to offer. I loved 

that poster board you made about Oneida. Kesha interrupted Lauren and said, "You are 

like our mother. You are always worried if someone does not come to the class" Lauren 

replied that she had a lot of the DNA of a mother. She tried to let the class settle down as 

she explained that she wants Sebastian and Hadley's group to go first as they came up 

with an Oneida district map that is interesting. Sebastian started the discussion telling the 

class about the Oneida district's classification of areas based on the geography. As soon 

as they showed the streets, the roads and showed how it was divided on the basis of 

black areas, white areas, average home areas and plush areas. A lot of other students 

started joining in about which areas were safe and unsafe and which were the areas that 
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they would never visit since there are a lot of blurry lines between Oneida and Baltimore 

that was not safe. They divided it on the basis of the current housing market, skin color, 

business district and the school. They talked about how that city finally saw some growth 

and employment opportunities after the mall was constructed there . 

Lauren asked this question and repeated it a few times asking the students to 

write down their experiences: "How would you define Oneida : racially, geographically 

and socio economically?" 

The students started writing in their notebooks and some started discussing with 

the person sitting next to them. After a few minutes, she commented that she wanted to 

know about Oneida (Figure 4) because all she knows is a single story-- that it has a lot of 

Polish people and the Bay Park Mall. She always takes 290 East from Kenosha every 

day and one day she explored Shawano and Main Avenue and reached Harriett Road 

and also saw a cemetery. Students started talking all at once when they heard about 

cemetery. And one girl said that neighborhoods depend on racial diversity. "I live in a 

good neighborhood but you can never tell in Oneida." 
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Figure 4: My recreation of the map of Oneida 

Lauren, who was sitting with the students in a circle, asked a question to 

everybody in the classroom. "How do you define a good neighborhood?" Then one 

student mentioned that there are a lot of African American families around him, and 
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Lauren asked, "What changes people's perceptions about neighborhood?" Daniel 

mentioned that the lines between Oneida and Baltimore are not defined and if you are 

not from the area, you can be on the wrong side of the road . He narrated an incident 

about crossing the line one day. There was a group of people who wanted to pick up a 

fight just because he and his friend were riding a bike on their street. Lauren intervened 

and posed another question : "Is it problematic about how we define neighborhoods 

'good' or 'bad'? Does that change people's perceptions?" Another student Branson 

mentioned that he lives in a 40,000 dollar house and it's a small brick house and there 

is another house similar in size and it's more expensive because it is on a better street. 

Students were leaning forward and paying attention to this intense discussion of their 

neighborhood. Lauren added that she read in a newspaper that houses in Oneida are 

not selling well . 

An African American male student, Noel, narrated an incident about witnessing a 

person selling weed . 

"I saw a few black men selling to a white girl and that gang got angry at him that 

he witnessed it. They followed me and told me not to mention it anywhere. It made me 

really nervous and I quickly got on my bike to ride back home. I could have been 

grabbed or beaten up by the gang at that moment, but they let me go. I am not that kind 

of a black guy." 

Kesha, seemed a little upset to hear Noel's story and remarked, 
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"It's all about skin color. White people can do anything and stand their ground 

because they are white . That's why I believe and I tell people 'don't be afraid of the skin 

color and speak up." 

There were a few laughs and Kesha went on to say that in this very school they 

feel that sometimes African American students were treated differently and teachers are 

intimated by African American males. Some students nodded and confirmed while other 

students disagreed . Lindsay said, "I have never heard that before" Some students went 

on to say, "they do this, they do that" . Lauren asked "Who are "they" in this 

conversation?" Kesha started talking about a specific instance when she was harassed 

in a nearby neighborhood in Oneida and a group of boys used the "N' word for her. 

Lauren got concerned at that moment and said, "I think that we are entering a 

dangerous territory here" and Kesha commented, "No, we are not." Lauren interrupted 

and told them, "I understand that you want to share your experiences but if there are 

any concerns related to this school, I want you to go and address it with Ms. Z since she 

is a person who takes care of diversity concerns and can actually take some action 

regarding that. And Kesha, how did you feel after that experience? Do you think that 

your generation should do something about this?" Kesha said, "I need to think about 

this but I was so hurt after that comment." 

Then Chen mentioned, "Our generation is rebellious and has a voice but we are 

still good ." Another girl, Christy mentioned how the kids these days are so disrespectful 

and she narrated an incident about her cousin who is always glued to his onscreen 

game and talks back to her all the time. The class ended on a note that not conforming 
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to the norms and rebellion helps us grow sometimes and can even take us to Mars! 

They all laughed and told Lauren how rebellion is important. Chen said that rebellion 

and having a voice got them where they are today, and it led to all the scientific and 

technological innovations of 2P1 century. Lauren made them think about the "they" in 

the conversation . Her questions were led by "problematizing the culture and identity" 

part of it. Though dialogue promotes "culture and identity". Accessing the curriculum 

through dialogue and making it one's own is the biggest achievement that a writer can 

feel and get through . 
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Figure 5: Lindsay's response to the Danger of a Single Story Assignment 
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Figure 6: Kesha's response to the Dangers of a Single Story Assignment 
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Figure 7: Jamaal's response to the Dangers of a Single Story Assignment 
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Above (Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7) are some examples for the Dangers of a 

Single Story assignment. This was one of the early projects done by the students where 

they were still learning to interpret texts like Ted Talks. We can see some of the 

comments made by Ms. Lauren in the margins of these assignments that show how she 

interacted with the students to push their thinking by asking specific questions about 

their thoughts. The assignments are short and hand-written . These assignments reflect 

the dialogue that continued after the classroom. These assignments are drafts of their 

writing after the discussion where students continued to have a dialog with the teacher 

and she pushed their thinking asking questions on their writing . 

This class started with Lauren doing a recap of the previous project and asking 

the students about what stuck out to them from yesterday's class, 'Discussion on 

Chimamanda Adichie - Danger of a Single Story' . There were a lot of students, 

including Chen, who mentioned that how at the end of the discussion ended on next 

generation . Lauren said what she liked was how everybody was so candid in the class 

about their life in the neighborhood. James, Davis, and Karla mentioned that stories 

about stereotypes helped them identify their experiences with the talk about rebellion 

and all these stereotypes can start defining America as a country. 

Lauren reiterate the fact how high school students referred to middle school kids 

as if they are from another generation when they referred to them as "those kids" . So 

Lauren said, "We do not have a final understanding of this . Maybe we could touch upon 

some of the points that came across in this study." 
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Students gave an informal presentation based on the notes and the visuals that 

they made on stereotypes. Christy, Kesha, Deborah and Lindsay's group gave a 

presentation with the poster that they made on their thoughts . Christy did most of the 

talking about how Oneida as a city had racial and economic diversity. Then it was 

James who did the talking for his group of Jamaal, Chen , Billy, and Karla . James talked 

about the dangers of a single story - negative and positive stereo types, how they affect 

our lives and how there is a domino effect. They talked about negative and positive 

stereotypes and there was a discussion on so many stereotypes that we tend to buy 

without knowing the complete truth and they quoted the example of Jamaal's lunchroom 

incident. Lauren encouraged them to write their opinions in the paper based on the 

discussions in the classroom and the notes that students made. 

Transforming Understanding Through Cultural Connections to Texts. 

Holliday (1981 , 1985) conceptualizes transactional perspective to show the bidirectional 

and reciprocal changes between students and teachers over time to bridge home and 

school cultures can have positive a impact on academic progress of students. The 

conversations in Lauren's classrooms were very rooted in student experiences and 

cooperative learning and were supported by her dialogic strategies . This shift in teacher 

stance to promote dialogue in discussion and writing helped the students to create 

cultural connections in their discussion - be it through their community or families or 

their cultural experiences. This transformative space created by the teacher helped 

students to have a dialogue with their peers in a very reflective manner. It is important to 
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mention the teacher attitude towards the classroom as an adaptive dialogic mediator is 

important. During most of the conversations, Lauren only mediated when it was 

required to take the discussion forward and inquire further. 

Inquiry Into Gender 

Writing Activity Before 'Girl Poem' Discussion. A few days after "The 

Dangers of a Single Story" lesson, Lauren Costello asked students to sit in groups of 

three to start the Gender project. Students sat down in a group of three and discussed 

and made Venn diagrams (Figure 8 and Figure 9). Then she asked the students to 

come together as a whole group to discuss. This would be a regular pattern of Lauren's 

classroom where she would encourage the students to form a smaller group of three or 

four students. She would give them a prompt to write as a precursor of the main 

literature discussion and then she would ask them to get together as a whole class to 

discuss the topic about what they wrote. This was further translated into the written 

assignment and a Ning post (an online blackboard for students where they had a 

constant dialogue about these topics of literature). She would often appreciate and bring 

it up in the conversations that she was happy to see how engaged students were on the 

online discussion board. 

These pre-discussion writing activities would really warm up the students for 

discussion . It would help them prepare for putting their thoughts on paper as an 

individual and as a group to have a composed meaningful conversation . In the section 
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below, there is a conversation about what students thought about the gender 

stereotypes. 

Lauren: "You are all going to draw a circle, middle school style , Venn diagrams. 

This is like an art class but little different. I am making it a little more condensed . 

Two diagrams - one circle for men and one for women . Make groups and don't 

let people see the inside work of your group. For example, jobs in your family, 

roles in the class ." 

Chen and Branson: Men love to sleep, providers, strong, lot of guys are 

overweight, middle aged , beard . 

Lindsay: You are talking about image. I. think men are dominant and dominate 

conversation. 

Lauren: These are physical perceptions. Let's talk about quality. How do you 

define women in Pop culture? 

Lindsay and Kesha: Megan Fox, Oprah, Carrie Underwood, Jade Pinket Smith, 

Rihanna and Chris Brown. All of them are so powerful in what they portray. 

Lauren: I'm listening to this NPR thing about Rihanna and Chris duo. Where do 

these people that you just mentioned fit on pop culture? 

Kesha: They influence us in how we think. Kids follow them. 

Lauren: Why is that women and men have such defined roles? 

Kesha: Because that is how society expectation has shaped us. 

Lauren: you can jot down the roles that you see around . Your team, sibling, 

aunt, mother, grandmother. 
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The groups started working together. 

Noel: 'It's not as easy as it seems.' 

Lauren: Noel, you are right. Many a times we know what we think but we don 't. 

Chen: Men don't cry but I do. I have a broader understanding and acceptance of 

others so I doesn 't have to live up to the stereotypes. 

Daniel: Protectors, workers, sportspeople 

Jamaal: Men are good in business in men's and women in cooking . 

Kesha: that's not correct 

Jamaal: They are stereotypes and true to some extent. (Quoting the 

Chimamanda Ted Talk) 

Lindsay and Dahlia: Nurses, teachers, secretaries, daycare, lunch ladies, stay 

at home Moms, cooks 

James: Caregivers 

Jamaal: Women are fashionable and have more emotion . 

Abby, Dan and Saki: Women are not presidents 

Kesha: Our country is having a hard time. It takes a long time to fix things in the 

country. It will take some time for women officials to take over the and if women 

start becoming officials , our country will be a lot better. 

Lauren: Do you think that women are more sensitive? 

Abby: If I become the president then all the molestors, pedophiles and wife 

beaters will be executioned . We think that we know a lot of things but we don 't 

think about it. 
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Below you will find two Venn Diagrams that Lauren made based on the student 

interactions in a brainstorming session on gender roles . 
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Roles - Men 

Strong 

"better job" 

Men do the man ly thing 

Protect the woman 

MEDIA 

Roles - Women 

More women cook & clean 

Cosmetology, hostessing 

Dramatic movies - Tina Fey, Reese W. 

Stereotypically --> story at home, 
domestic role 

Hi llary - Fresh Prince 

Sex in the City- Miranda - laywer 

Intimidated by success 

Should be looking at them equally 

Figure 8: Venn diagram from a student's notebook showing role differences between men and 
women 

Roles - Men 
Protector, worker, provider 
Sports, drinking problems 
Govt. maintenance 
Violence, criminals 
"strong on the inside" mentally 
Bigger physical ly 
Stress build up/ hold it all in 
Higher jobs for no reason 
Hero/ stubborn 
Handyman 
Less involved with family -
harder on kids - school 

Doctors 
Lawyers 
Cooks 
Teachers 
Control ling 
the future 

Roles - Women 
Nurses, teachers, secretaries 
Stay at home mom 
Lunch ladies, daycare, cooks 
Cosmetologists, singers, caregivers 
Emotions, fashion 
Smarter, stereotypical ly - expected 
Not presidents - man's perspective 

only 
Organized/ peaceful 
Cooking, cleaning, teachers 

Figure 9: Venn diagram drawn by Lauren showing role differences between men and women 
created interactively with the students 
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Unpacking the layers of Gender Stereotypes. Lauren handed them the poem 

of Jamaica Kincaid (Figure 10) to read and asked them to underline what stands out to 

them and note what they think about the stereotypes of women. Below is the prose 

poem that Ms. Costello handed out to her students. 

Wash the white clothes on Monday and put them on the stone heap; wash the color clothes on Tuesday and put them 
on the clothesline to dry; don't walk bare-head in the hot sun; cook pumpkin fritters in very hot sweet oil ; soak your 
little cloths right after you take them off; when buying cotton to make yourself a nice blouse, be sure that it doesn't 
have gum in it, because that way it won't hold up well after a wash; soak salt fish overnight before you cook it; is it 
true that you sing benna in Sunday school?; always eat your food in such a way that it won't turn someone else's 
stomach; on Sundays try to walk like a lady and not like the slut you are so bent on becoming; don't sing benna in 
Sunday school; you mustn't speak to wharf-rat boys, not even to give directions; don't eat fruits on the street-flies 
will follow you; but I don't sing benna on Sundays at all and never in Sunday school ; this is how to sew on a button; 
this is how to make a buttonhole for the button you have just sewed on; this is how to hem a dress when you see the 
hem coming down and so to prevent yourself from looking like the slut I know you are so bent on becoming; this is 
how you iron your father's khaki shirt so that it doesn't have a crease; this is how you iron your father's khaki pants so 
that they don't have a crease; this is how you grow okra-far from the house, because okra tree harbors red ants; 
when you are growing dasheen, make sure it gets plenty of water or else it makes your throat itch when you are 
eating it; this is how you sweep a corner; this is how you sweep a whole house; this is how you sweep a yard ; this is 
how you smile to someone you don't like too much; this is how you smile to someone you don't like at all; this is how 
you smile to someone you like completely; this is how you set a table for tea; this is how you set a table for dinner; 
this is how you set a table for dinner with an important guest; this is how you set a table for lunch; this is how you set 
a table for breakfast; this is how to behave in the presence of men who don't know you very well, and this way they 
won't recognize immediately the slut I have warned you against becoming; be sure to wash every day, even if it is 
with your own spit; don't squat down to play marbles-you are not a boy, you know; don't pick people's flowers-you 
might catch something; don't throw stones at blackbirds, because it might not be a blackbird at all ; this is how to 
make a bread pudding; this is how to make doukona; this is how to make pepper pot; this is how to make a good 
medicine for a cold ; this is how to make a good medicine to throw away a child before it even becomes a child ; this is 
how to catch a fish; this is how to throw back a fish you don't like, and that way something bad won't fall on you; this 
is how to bully a man; this is how a man bullies you; this is how to love a man, and if this doesn't work there are other 
ways, and if they don't work don't feel too bad about giving up; this is how to spit up in the air if you feel like it, and 
this is how to move quick so that it doesn't fall on you; this is how to make ends meet; always squeeze bread to make 
sure it's fresh; but what if the baker won't let me feel the bread?; you mean to say that after all you are really going to 
be the kind of woman who the baker won't let near the bread? 

Figure 1O: Poem by Jamaica Kincaid 

Lauren asked them to read it again silently and do some writing on it. As the 

students were reading the poem, Lauren wrote a question on the board : Thoughts? 
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How is her identity constructed? What lines repeat? How might or might not this 

connect? How might or might not this connect to us/ our culture? 

Lauren: We need to dig this a little more and we are going to transport ourselves 

in college (She would often say that in the classroom to encourage her students 

to engage in the class as college level students) . 

Dan: T.V is kind of teaching us these days. It teaches us what to do like food 

network and Martha Stewart. They teach us how to cook. 

Lauren: Who is teaching in this poem? 

Branson: A mother can only talk like that when she is telling her daughter to not 

walk like a slut . 

Lauren: As we go through the piece, it starts to make sense. There were a 

million things in the Venn diagram and we could not make it just man or just 

woman. 

Billy: These are more social evils than stereotypes. 

Lauren: So there you go. This is how we start unpacking a dense piece. 

Lauren read the poem aloud. 

Billy: It's just a list of how to be a mother. 

Kesha (starts reading some parts of the poem aloud): "Cook pumpkin fritters in 

hot sweet oil. Soak fish in water before you cook. Soak your little clothes right 

after you take them off." She is teaching her daughter to be a stay at home Mom. 

James: Everybody tells you to do what your parents tell you . 'Everybody breaks 

the rules at some point. Strict parents totally make you rebel. 
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James: I think she is telling her all these rules to learn how to be accepted by 

Men. 

Kesha: You follow these rules and you don't even achieve anything by following 

these rules. 

Lauren asked everybody to write the same rules for men in their notebooks to 

invite student voices to read and write against the text. 

James: Bring home the money and don't show your weakness. 

Chen: This is how you defend yourself, this is how you become faster, this is 

how you take out the garbage, this is how you fix a computer, cable TV, washing. 

Machine; This is how you change a tire : This is how you hold back your tears . 

Everybody loved that quick poem 'How to be a Boy' written by Chen and they all 

applauded . 

James: I think our parents don't really mean to show that but that's how we are 

raised. After all our parents have been through so much and they expect us to be 

better and conform to the society. 

A lot of students raised their hands and wanted to say something and Lindsay 

mentioned in a disappointing voice that this poem is like an instruction manual for girls 

from the society. James mentioned that "we read literature books and most of them are 

sad" - "Everything we read is sad . I think because Moms like to read sad stuff, that's 

why this is written." Lauren encouraged the conversation about "why literature is sad" 

and "is it about women or for women ." Christy said that she doesn't like James point of 

view because she likes science fictions and she likes to watch Transformers and Star 
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Wars rather than a chick flicks . Most of the students discussed their choices for what 

they like. Another girl , Gena who was usually quiet mentioned that she still loves her 

Barbie dolls and maintains the doll houses that she has ever owned and there is nothing 

wrong about that. Lauren didn't intervene much. Lauren didn't interrupt here and let the 

discussion flow organically and would only mediate when she had to push the thinking 

of her students or she had to include an inquiry that was self-exploratory. She would 

often question what the students mentioned . She sometimes repeated what one student 

said and asked the whole class about what they thought about James view or Christy's 

view or Chen's view. This was a strategic teacher move she made to question what 

each one of them narrated and then asked the whole class about their opinion 

Lauren mentioned that she doesn't like to read romance and Danielle Steele's 

and there's more meaningful stuff that she reads . There was like an uproar in the class 

and students started picking up sides on what their Moms and Dads do. Billy shared 

that his Mom likes to read and there are 12 shelves in the house filled with the books. 

He said that men just like to read newspapers or play sports and women like to read . 

Hadley mentioned that he only reads if he has to and that's only for school. James said 

that his Mom doesn't read much because she works and likes to spend time with friends 

and it's not something to generalize women that they read . James had a smirk and he 

was trying to be a devil's advocate in the class which encouraged more debate about 

women and their reading preferences. Most of the men in the class were speaking . 

Then James clarified and said that with a sheepish smile that he did not have that 

intention because he loves his Mom but he just said that because "Moms like to cook 
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and stuff'' and as soon as he said that there was disagreement and uproar in the class 

by the girls because this was another big generalized statement about women that 

James made. Billy told James, "Dude, you are going down and down that shit track with 

your statements" and everybody laughed. Kesha stated in a complaining voice, "I don't 

agree with James and whatever James is saying is totally false . I am surrounded by 

some very powerful women in my life and I idolize my Aunt, who is a cancer survivor 

and she inspires her to be so strong despite any adversity." She claimed that there are 

too many roles for women and this is another "suppressed role ." 

The discussion ended abruptly due to the bell and students groaned about 

leaving the discussion at such a high point when there was more stuff that they wanted 

to discuss. Lauren asked each of them to write their experiences about gender roles in 

the draft for a gender role assignment. The class ended and Lauren asked them to think 

about this and she said that she is interested to get their opinion on gender stereotypes. 

As Jamaal stood up to leave the class, he mentioned that his Mom also prefers to read 

rather than watching TV. 

Below you will find two examples from the "Gender Inquiry Project" project handout 

that Lauren gave to her student as part of the winter break assignment which was called 

Inquiry into Gender. The reason that I include this assignment is that it emphasizes the 

discussion done in the classroom and it is relevant regarding the pedagogical stance 

that Lauren took about having a continuous dialogue in reading and writing. 
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A. Mini- Documentary: Follow a person that you feel exemplifies what you believe it means to be a ma 1 

or a woman. Think about interesting people that surround your everyday life, who would like to 

examine? Perhaps you would like to know more about your mother or father, maybe you have a 

sibling that is your definition of a modern man or women, or maybe you have a friend that is living a 1 

interesting/inspiring existence. Choose a person or persons to interview, film , and create a short filn 

connecting gender in a real life way. (Two years ago, a student made a film about her mother as the 

provider, caretaker, and inspiration. She filmed her at work, at home, and with her siblings. It was 

powerful!!) 

Figure 11: First Assignment on Gender 
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Assignment: Inquiry Into Gender 

Prior to winter break, I would like us to extend our inquiry into gender. We have looked at 

some stories, a documentary, and we have done a lot of writing in connection to these 
larger ideas. 

To dig a bit deeper into this, I would like us to spend the next two weeks creating films in 

connection to these issues. I am going to provide some genre specific ideas, but I encourage 
you to modify them in order to work for your project idea. 

Genre Ideas for Gender Exploration: 
A. Mini- Documentary: Follow a person that you feel exemplifies what you believe it 

means to be a man or a woman. Think about interesting people that surround your 
everyday life, who would like to examine? Perhaps you would like to know more 
about your mother or father, maybe you have a sibling that is your definition of a 
modern man or women, or maybe you have a friend that is living an 
interesting/inspiring existence. Choose a person or persons to interview, film, and 
create a short film connecting gender in a real life way. (Two years ago, a student 
made a film about her mother as the provider, caretaker, and inspiration. She filmed 
her at work, at home, and with her siblings. It was powerful!!) ... 

8. Media Critique: How is gender portrayed in the media? How do these images impact 
us as people? Create a short film with a narrative that explores these issues. You 
could use Beyond Beats and Rhymes as an inspiration, but could be about another 
art form. As you work to brainstorm, your group can decide what is the best way to 
develop this film. 

C. Textual Creation: If you enjoyed your ipoems you may want to take a look at another 
text in connection to gender. You could use this poem and short story as this 
inspiration for a film. Perhaps you know a really inspirational hip hop song, you could 
make a video that uses that song as the backdrop for a powerful commentary. 

D. The above categories are a start. I would like your group (of up to 3 people) to 
discuss your ideas and inquiry interests. We will be brainstorming in class. Each 
group will submit an overview proposal to me {25pts) and have a discussion meeting 
before we start filming. 

E. I look forward to working with you all on this. One reminder: Each film needs to have 
a voice over, narrative, at some point. We will talk about this element in class. 

Figure 12: Assignment on Inquiry into Gender 
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Gender issues have caused for conlrovcn;y arol.lJJd lhe globe. Thou~h they may be 

. hadowed by race and other ethnic debacles, the gender argument docs reign with a 

particular ferocity during this day and age:. 

Wilen a man asks themselves ·what it means to in fuct be man, only stereotypical 

thing. come to mirid, being that they would only fuel the controversy ifsaid aloud. To 

push tbcsc boundaries. a man might say be is more rugged, more physically inclined than 

a woman. He would feel that he \Vas more fit to perform ~hard-' work than his female 

counter part. au<l be would provide: the ~ protection or security for bis fumily in a time 

of need or crisis. We conSlrUCt our own identities, but Wt= are guideJ hy the wcially 

defined rr.unc:wurks of roles: gender. family. community. social hierarchy, national 

identity and human essence. Whatever innate personality we have and hov.-e er we: lcttm 

to express ourseh·t:S to the \ orld is framed by established definitions of role! . Otherwise 

it is dc:linc:<l u:; deviance from those roles. Men only know what it mean. to he Lhc:msclvcs 

through what they"ve learned about men in hi. tory, and whal t~y vc personally 

c:xpc:rit:m.:,xl. Our .socially defined roles arc not static; the change as culturol contexts 

change. Historically, being a man meant dominating. Nature was to be subdued, women 

and children were to be kc.,-pL in line and men were to remain emotionally aloof. Men were 

patriarchs, builders and fighters. This social hierarchy is relatively flattened today but wt: 

till :;cc: it ·trongly represented in popular culture. Men arc: ·liJJ often represented as heads 

ofhouseholds, as sexual! dominant over womc.,-n and as violent and emotional I distant. 

We sec these images il1 the media, we reinforce Lhc:se skn:otypc:s in our interactions and 

Figure 13: James' response 
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Figure 14: Kesha's response 
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12/04/09 

Men and Women are completel different things. In a 
society peopl think that men should be the leader of the 
house. lle is the one who should put food on the tabl _ M n 
do a lot ofjobs that omen can do. Hut on the oth r hand 
men would be lazy lea c the dishes dirty, clothe all o er the 
place and the house arc dirty but om n an not do that. For 
her the house has to b clcru1 all the stuff should b in thcr 
place. bccau. that hat it r pr . nt th m. Hm good or a 
lad ou ar . M n knows that the could b dirt ror a 

omen . he ha. t b cl an and ··mar ·o people do talk about 
h rand p~judgmenls about her. 

Women are more reasonable then men they take care of 
the family ven when the father lea cs them in a bad tim _ 

he i · the one that make the famil full. Jf u do . n t ha c 
good women in your life ou arc missing all the good tuff 
about your life. Moms ar al a s t ing to do hat 1 · good 
for there sons or daughters. o the ould be u ce.ss full in 
there life and b omc som thing not just ·omebod on th 
str ct.. 

In a . chool if a oung gro ing up men does not pla 
ru1 sport. p oplc think of him a · be ga or lazy. omc 
people pla.. ·ports to get more popular in girls and in th 
. hool and for ·ome people it sin thcr blood that they ha e 
to pla Football or Basketball. 1t nms in th fami I . 

Young ~•omen are always smarter then gu . in th 
school better then them in an thin th do. Some girls are 
more reasonable of k ping the rd at ion ·hip going better 
because for gu . it s what ver or the ju ·t not that serious in 
it. Girls arc al ay. mores nse able and better then oung's 
gu s out there period. 

I look up to Mom and get the respect for all th ·worn n 
and mom . Things ·he did for us. Every successful m n ha 

Figure 15: Jamaal's response 
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In Figure 13 to Figure 15, we see that the students' writing is evolving and their 

thoughts are getting dense and complex. Now we see that some students have typed 

and coherent responses that are also longer than before and more critical in 

understanding how men and women are positioned in society. For example, Kesha 

mentions in her response that what bothered her in the Kincaid poem was that the girl 

was told not to walk like a slut and she elaborates that women are often put in their 

place by the society. Ms. Lauren is interacting with the students in a manner to push 

their thinking to connect with their identity. The maneuvers used by the teacher are 

probing questions like elaboration , justification and clarification. She constantly 

repositioned herself to make a relationship with her students so they could connect with 

their home culture through the texts . James wrote that this gender roles are not 

established and they keep changing as the cultural context changes. 

Indians are People not Mascots 

The next project that I am going to discuss is based on a text called "Indians are 

People not Mascots." Ms. Lauren Costello introduced this idea of tribe and asked the 

students to write about which tribe they belong to and asked them to pick a few things 

that the students liked about the communities that they felt belonged to . "For example: 

tribe of teachers : tribe of coffee drinkers." She wrote these on the board and students 

picked up their pencils to jot down a few affinity groups that they related to and were 

asked to write about it. Most of the students constructed poems on Tribe that they 
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belonged to . Kesha wrote "Tribe of girls who have cancer survivors in the family" 

Branson wrote, "Tribe of Texters" Jamaal wrote, "Tribe of Hip Hop music lovers." 

Summary of Indians are People Not Mascots. This writing about tribes was an 

activity that was a pathway to the future discussion and writing project about what they 

felt for their school mascot. She gave them a copy of a story called "Indians are 

People: Not Mascots" by Fred Veilleux. The author talks about the Native American 

symbols that are loosely used for football teams and celebrations which have a very 

sacred and special meaning for Native Americans. These mascots that are used by 

schools and organizations seemed to offend the author when his son felt humiliated at 

a game when some student paraded around in a native American dress with his face 

painted and headbands. He argues that these symbols and rituals hold a sense of 

pride for the community and are not something to be mocked at or paraded around . 

Most of the students in Lauren's class had different views on this topic. There 

was a big clash since their football team mascot of Kingston High school was 'Chiefs' in 

it and some students defended it by saying that they are proud of it and it's nothing to 

be mocked at and others totally understood the stance of the author and where he was 

coming from. Everybody had a different view in the classroom about the football team 

since they were all big fans of their school team. Since all of them were so invested in 

their football team, they felt pulled apart in this discussion . Students on the whole 

discussed. Lauren first invited students to think like college students and make others 

think, then, asked them to consider how. 
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Lauren: I would like us to get used to a different form of literary response. When 

you are a college student, you will rarely receive questions about a book, 

you will be doing critical writing and essays. I am asking you to create a 

meaningful response on the text that will provoke the class to think. How 

do you want to do this? 

Daniel: I believe that having mascots was not making fun of the Indian culture. 

We all root for our teams 

Kesha: Why do we judge people because the color of their skin or race? Why 

does it matter? 

Lindsay: Why do we judge people because the color of their skin or race? Why 

does it matter where they come from or what language do they speak? We are 

supposed to love one another no matter what the color of our skin or the 

language that we speak and yet we still call people by the way they look or how 

they speak. People at football games would shout out, have banners, and 

buttons that would say, "Scalp the Indians, Skin the chiefs" or Hang the Red 

skins. 

Abby: Fans with painted faces and chicken feathered headdresses for the 

tomahawk chop, while on the side, many students would ring cheers like, " I can 

see it in two ways as saying it not to be serious an also being racist. Some 

people may say it to keep the team pumped up and to help them win. 

Lauren asked Chen to read the response about this topic that he showed her the 

day before when he stopped by. Chen read his written response aloud 
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"White is the system! Why was Obama becoming a president so symbolic to the 

U .S? It's because he was the first non-white person to become president? Why 

was Sotomayor's Boricua becoming Supreme Court judge so significant? It's 

because she is the first Latina in the white government system. For the past 

century, the government consisted of nothing but White Americans that lived 

back when then racism against Indians was still alive and times were different. 

They have perspectives then when racism against Indians was still alive and 

times were different. They have different perspectives then we do because we 

didn't grow up in that time. So why blame us for their actions? I understand that 

they didn't have a choice about whether or not America can use their image to 

display sports teams. But when does anybody have a choice about what 

happens about their ethnicities image. Asians didn't ask to be associated with 

egg rolls or fried rice, that's just what they ate? I feel that government decides the 

consequence of each race?" 

Kesha: Only minorities can feel the pain of being marginalized . (It looks like 

Kesha picked this topic from one of the texts that they read which was a 

reinforcement and internalizing of the learning that was happening in the class. 

James: Nothing much that can come in my direction, I'm white and maybe I can't 

understand that." 

Billy: I agree with Kesha that it's bad because only minorities can feel the pain 

and what it means to be marginalized . 
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James (getting frustrated): I think sometimes minority is looking for arguments. 

You know, we are like that as a nation and we can't do anything. 

A lot of students nodded in disagreement with what James said . 

Billy: Some people like it and some people may not. All of us have opinions. 

The bell rang and Lauren distributed the assignment saying that she is very 

interested to see their opinions developing and taking a shape. She wanted them to 

write it in the assignment and back up their opinions from the texts. 

Lauren distributed the assignment to them and asked them to come to class with 

their responses. 

Reflection Assignment on the Indians Are People, Not Mascots 

Dear Intellectuals: 

A. I am asking each of you to construct a response to the first section of the text. This reflection 

should be at least two pages. You should construct the reflection based on what is standing out to you 

from the text. What issues seem to be emerging? 

B. Choose specific quotes to write about that seem significant and important. Write about why they 

are important points. Explore the quotes through your writing. 

C. Connections. Do you see this text connect to other books, movies, songs, classes, or even 

circumstances that you are familiar with? Explain the connection. 

D. Gut Response. How did you feel while you read this? What was running through your mind? 

E. What implications does this information have for our school? 

F. Questions: What questions are you left wondering about? What seems to be left out? What 

questions do you want the class to address? 

50 points 

Figure 16: Assignment on Indians are People, Not Mascots 
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Figure 17: Draft of Lily's response 
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Figure 18: Draft of Sue's response 
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Indian Response 

I . e where th author i. oor11 ing. from. I It: <l<~n·L want to he mo,.: cd by 
' Jt.: 

Americans using costwncs and doin~ their clan s, but\ hy attack /\LL of he ,,,L' - - ---

·tcr ·olyp ·.s . fos l In<lian mascots arc posilivt· slcrcolypcs ·uch as callin.~ th m wamors, 

bra e. (1 rav peo1 le) . , jw t Indians. I . ee that as a sig11 or respecL am! aLo ;i \\','" fro 
·--- I f • 

' ... J • J .,,_, 

Americans to l ave a rem mbrance of th Indian nfrrican cul u . If. omeone cull~ my 

p,-opl: wnrriors 1 wouldn't be h11rl J would be .ill ·rt--d more lh~anything,. It ·ind of 

ironic how Llre aL:C1.c-.:: me ric;m<; nf ,1.·simib1i11~ their pcopl. bul th ·n lll'm around and 
---- .,,.. 

be omc :lilgry when we display affe tion for h II' poop! . All, · live lirr in lilt: is Lo 'f 
( 

m.rk a nc1 e ror ours ·ln~s. We work to make money for our · ·ds so they an do 

·omelhini 1hat would make 1hcm be: ·m mbc~d. If thei r get ting ( cmbcrcd by 

ma-;cllh, L11en why he afll'Xkd by iL? (.irnnlt:d there a rc · mt: di ;n,; · • ·1 fnl mascots lik ~;,/ • 

"the R dskins··, but we didu' t choo. tu have h 111 na111c::u th:.iL 

Quoling · om lh ·no ·c Frc-cdom Writ rs. ··White is the system:· \ 'hy Wa.! ( bamu 

becomint pn:sidcn1 so symholic: lo lhi.: US'! II ._ bL:c:11L· • h • w:1 · lhc first non-\ hi 

p rson o hecorne pre. ident. V,i h was. ·01on1aynr's Bnric:rr.a bccomint1. ·uprcm Court 

judge so significant'! It's be all! sh 1s the first Latina in the white govt:m111enl S)' ·tern 

For tl c past century. th government consist d of nothing ut Whi~ nrer ii.:.1ns llwt livr.d 

ha~k then wht:n raci.-m a~uin ·1 lndi:m · w;1s slill aljvc, d times w re different. The}' 

have d iffcf nt pcrsp iv s then Wl'. <lob 1:au~e we Lli<l I t gnm up in lh:11 time. ·· why 

blame us for th ·ir actions? The ~ov mment chose to pu m on re. erv;i1 ioos. nol us 

Figure 19: Draft of Chen's response 
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Figure 20: Draft of James' response 

Figure 17 to Figure 20 shows further evolution in the students' thought process. 
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We can see conflict in their minds because their school also had a Native 

American mascot. Both hand-written and typed responses are longer, complicated , 

analytical and the teacher continues to interact with them through the questions posed 

in the responses . We see Lauren encourage the students to think about the opinions 

that they are sharing. For example, James (Figure 20) writes about his experience of 

being an average white male where he reflects on his experiences of being singled out 

or being treated unfairly. The interactions in the classroom made him explore his 

identity. Lauren encourages him to further develop his ideas so he could understand 

how and why he positioned himself after reading and viewing the texts on Ted Talk. 

Lauren would also conference with James and all the other students to further develop 

their idea of how they understood themselves in connection with the text. She asked 

them about their feelings after reading the text that they were exploring . 

Hip Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes 

Warm Up. The following week, students came to class with their written 

responses. Ms. Costello talked about Marines who go to people's house to recruit them. 

She asked them if anyone in the class has faced that. Chen told her that there was a 

marine in his house to recruit him and he is not interested . "Your SA T's and NCLB have 

all the information about you ," Lauren said . Billy said that he wants to join military, and 

Lauren asked if it is legal for the marines to go to their house like that. Billy explained 

that first they have to call and they have to do a personal follow up. This was another 

thing that I noticed that Lauren would start the class with something that had happened 
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in the area or some latest development/experience that she heard from a student. It 

would evoke some sense of curiosity in the class and ease the students into discussion . 

Continuing the Gender Discussion. Lauren mentioned that they would be 

viewing and talking about gender issues. "I am going to write the title on the board : Hip 

Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes - Byron Hunt - Sundance Festival. This is a film 

festival where they show lesser known movies. I have some problems with the movie, 

and I will find it interesting to see if any of you find certain things that are disturbing. 

"Who listens to hip hop?" Many students raise their hands. She wrote on the board , "Is 

hip hop a powerful force in our culture?" Lauren had gone to a conference the previous 

week and mentioned ,"! missed you all when I was at the conference and I was thinking 

about you all. Regarding the documentary. Well , my understanding of hip hop is from 

the 90's and it's just limited . If you could just write the name, "Gucci". I would write 

Queen Latifa" and my younger brother is trying to update me and kids told her that she 

needs to update herself and she admitted . "This is 2006 in the movie and it's like a little 

old now." Kesha mentioned 'Waka Flocka' and class asked her who is that and Kesha 

said that Waka is a role model for her. Students mentioned other names like Tupac, 

Beyonce, T.I. , Jayzee. Lauren asked them if T.I is in jail now. Chen confirmed that and 

said he is in jail and in a negative way. He explained that when you listen to something 

and you become that since the rapper has been accused of felony on behalf of 

purchasing weapons and also drug charges earlier. Chen said that it's funny that what 
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you portray, you become that. Noel said that it depends on your age. Noel nodded in 

agreement with Chen 's comment. 

Lauren played the documentary 'Hip Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes which 

discussed issues on masculinity, violence and stereotypes of black men in America . 

This documentary focused on how hip hop can box black and Latino men into an idea of 

masculinity where men had to act tough and project a certain kind of masculinity, 

misogyny and homophobia . It becomes socially acceptable for African American men to 

model that kind of behavior which embodies a masculine image that is promoted by 

white music industries. When the movie got over, Lauren asked the students about 

what they thought about the movie. After a general opening up of the discussion , she 

often got specific with the questions about the relevance of the documentary to their 

personal life and surroundings. Lauren always encouraged her students to take notes 

while they were watching the movie. Chen , Noel, Sabal and Lindsay were actively 

taking notes. Rest of the class watched intently and took notes occasionally. 

At this point, Lauren paused the video to reflect and ask questions or let students 

say something if they wanted to say something . As soon as she paused the video, Dave 

jumped in with a comment. Their dialogic practice reached a mutual understanding 

where teacher does not need to ask a question and students are making meaning 

based on the multimodal text that they are watching . 

Dave: Black Men have to maintain that image of tough Black Men who are 

portrayed in these movies 
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Jamaal: It's not just rap, it's about every music. In my country they listen to rap . 

Theychangedthesocie~. 

Chen: Guns is in masculine identity, I see how they use similes and metaphors 

to show life. I would see how they write and how the language and music is 

intertwined . Most people do it for commercial identity and style. 

Angie: People relate to it when they are teenagers and when they are growing 

up. 

Figure 21: A view of the class during the Hip Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes class 

Lauren mentioned that in the other class some students talked about how even 

country music degrades women in the songs. Jamaal pitched in by saying that he does 

not believe that. Chen and Jamaal started humming the song along with the rap song 

that was playing in the documentary. There were three African American students, Noel, 
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Abby and Kesha who were very loud and started mentioning that "Hip Hop is a very ego 

driven thing." Lauren stopped the video and wrote the word, "Misogynist" on the board . 

Jamaal looked up the word in a dictionary and read aloud "Hater of Women". 

Lauren: Last year when I showed the video to another class and the kids in that 

class mentioned that women in these videos are there by 'choice.'. What do you 

think about that?" Are these videos necessary to the music or it goes beyond the 

music? What is the message here? Why is money flying around?" 

Kesha: maybe it's not the focal point or the message is different. She said, "Money is 

and always would be there in the video? 

Chen: Money, power, respect, conspiracies are there and will be there in the video." 

Lauren: Focus on the language in the video. How many of these words do you hear in 

the hallways. Some students mentioned the words that they hear a lot. 'punk, sissy." 

Lauren: Are we conscious of these discourses that go around. Are we using the words in 

the daily routine that are reflected in the video? Do you think about it when you hear 

them in the hallways in school? 

Noel: I feel like I should say something since I am the only African American male 

in the class and everyone is looking at me but I don't want to say anything . 

Lauren: That's okay. You don't have to . 

There was a snippet in the movie where an educator and activist on gender 

violence talks about how American culture is getting desensitized to guns and leaving 
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men behind in schools in pursuit of abstract power. This abstract power can be retrieved 

through body image and it is media that puts men and boys in a box like that 'to act 

tough' . 

Lauren wrote on the board, "Jackson Katz," Abstract power Vs Real Power" -

Abstract Power: financial, Suits, owns companies. Real Power: tough, guns, killing ." 

She asked how many of them think that this is the reality and this is what is portrayed . 

She mentioned that a girl in another class mentioned that 'Black death has been 

glamorized and another girl mentioned that "Death sells ." Another student mentioned 

about the movie, Birth of the Nation. Lauren, "I like how you are connecting the dots 

with another reference." 

The following day the class met and started discussing about the new movie 

Twilight and the conversation shifted to Basket Ball from Kobe to LeBron and Michael 

Jordan . Lauren mentioned that this was an age-old argument about the contribution of 

Kobe and other players to shape young African American men . She said that they will 

try and find some connections between sports and the movie. Some students including 

Jamaal urged Lauren to start the movie again . They were getting impatient to watch the 

movie without the interruption of analyzing the text. Jamaal said that, "Could we not 

skip any part and watch the whole movie?" Lauren would often pause the movie to 

discuss some important issues that were addressed in the movie. She wrote on the 

board about Jackson Katz who is a sociologist and gender specialist who turned his 

research into a film . He talks about abstract power and men who don't have ways to get 

power through work and other places access their physicality on how men who don't 
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have power can get that power by force. Noel said that "Abstract means shapeless. 

"Some students started saying that students said that Noel is an artist and he said that 

he likes making portraits and they are abstract and not so subtle. He questioned . "What 

kind of power is not abstract?" What is real power?" Donald Trump was also mentioned 

in the video and it was something that intrigued the students. Lauren mentioned that 

Jackson Katz thought that if you don't have a job or a position of power, you would go 

and get it by force and how that helps in bullying . Lauren gave the example of her sister 

who was bullied by another girl in the bus who didn't have any power at her home or 

school so she did that to her sister and when it got really bad she had to go and protect 

her. She asked Chen if she could use the example of his friend and he nodded and 

gave her the permission to use that story of his friend who used to steal and sell drugs 

not because of power issues but he had to bring food on the table . Sometimes it's not 

just power but there are other financial reasons for what people do. They started 

watching the documentary again and took active notes which Lauren always 

encouraged when they watched any movie or documentary and she would do the same 

to model that. Suddenly the phrase, "Birth of a nation" appeared in the video and she 

asked them to write it on their notebooks and look it up. 

Below is an assignment that Ms. Lauren handed out to her students. This 

assignment reflects the dialogic aspect and critical thinking of her teaching. As you can 

see, she makes them question their personal connection to hip hop by asking questions 

like "What bothered you?" and "How do you see people language around you?" 
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Hip Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes 

Please begin by checking the website for the film . This site has a timeline for hip hop 
that is very important. 
Where do I begin? : 
I would like you to construct a reflective paper on the documentary we viewed in class . I 
will provide a handout with some quotes and questions from the film . Please use the 
film 's website if you would like additional information about Byron Hunt's search . This 
reflection should include: 

A. A larger idea, theme, or issue that begins your paper: What larger issue would 
you like to tackle throughout your paper. 

B. Use examples from your notes and the film to support your argument. 
C. What did you agree with or disagree with in the film? Why? 
D. What examples of hip hop support or disagree with Byron 's thesis? Feel free to 

use examples of hip hop you know to demonstrate your thoughts and ideas. 
E. How are men and women discussed in other genres of music? Provide examples 
F. Does this connect to any of the other texts we have read , discussed, or watched? 

How? 
G. What made you think? What bothered you? 
H. How do you see people using language around you? How do you use language? 

Do words have power? Explain their power? 
Please dig into your ideas when you write . I would like a very thoughtful and 
organized piece of writing . I am looking for you to be analytical here. Please 
proofread and post your responses once they have been edited . 

Figure 22: Assignment on Hip-Hop - Beyond Beats and Rhymes 

The reason that I include these assignments/writing prompts from Ms. Costello is 

to show how she pushed her students to think critically with all these questions that she 

added in her assignments. These prompts were very dialogic and they were a result of 

the classroom discussion which pushed her students to make meaning in the 

classroom. 
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-~ - eaoing, the Way coward a Violen· Generation (L1;,_, n< 

The documentary we watched was based off the idea that t re aref""f:j;), o J" 
so, e major problems with the hip hop industry today. Between e overly ""L.., P 
violent lyrics, and the discrimination and disrespect to women, hink a lot 1,:i::- " 
needs to change. It's a very popular form of music and is interpreted very 
liter.illy to some people. Even though the hip hop artists know that peop,le 
practically base their lives off their music;they don't wtint people to look at 
them like real life situations. Instead they would like their listeners to see 
them as an action movie; violent, but fictional. flWVC..(..Jr~-e .

1 

During he movie many hip hop artis s were interviewed and we 
~ thei.J""opinion of the hi p hop industry. Many said that "hip hop is an....__ -

ego thing" and that they have to ac a certain way o be seen wi h respe-ct in, .,Jw Jo.,.;,i,_ -
their neighborhoods. They can't risk the c ance of being called he derogatory f•A # . 
names that are associated '<01 being gay. erefore they act tougti, and rap l_µ,}" .J-
about the things thatthe other "to g guys" wan· to hear . for ·hrmost part ;. t.,.,..,_ f'.' 

,•.J ·.Y , t~ bjects are gs, alcohol, and women's bodies. Accord ' g tot e 1 ,., L;rJU 
Jl'tl(~' i~ i 'e.wed hip hop artists, h. y things that corporatio s are interested in 1f'Y' 

~,{;;/_ ~ ar~ the violent derogatory lyrics. These lyrics by Snoop Dog are one of t e 
C1,(lfl , many that I found hat are a c ear represen atio of violence: ✓ 
,.r i"\<v"' "Nothing left to do, but • y so e shells ~ r my glock , • 1- .so 1 

".v~ Why? so I can rob every now dope spo , ~i-t"" p.( / 

r' · \i I got 19_do lars an~ 50 cents p i my pocket with what? .S /..J,>•l I),• 
1 

fL , 1J 
v" With this automa 1c rocket " 

· J; r ti Gotta have jUo p0Q it. un ock it , and t.ike me up a hostage" 
~ '.A·JJI This is so '1!,sturbin o me, but what's even more disturbing,.is that almost 

<Y' everyJ0nf1.hat+too ed up the lyrics o had to do wit rn'lgu~ When some one I 

)~ li~ns to music like this every day, I feel that it will m~ethem less sensi_tive 
,r-{t'. o real life viole l}fe and fi d it more and m_Qre normJl, whgn tLdefinite.cyjs 

, , no_!:. f"''~ ~ ,.,.t,·
,,w\ji.>) I don' t agree wi h t e statement made by the white women in the film . ,,,,,,..,,.( 

J;-, 1)~ who said that "it appeals to our sense of learning about ot~e~~ul ~ es"~ - l'wJ //'u'-)
U because according o-1:pe"htp nop arti~,J:hemselves, thE(lY.!i£s aren't real v""' , ·,J.,,r J 

This to me is _t;h ~ itome of a single st_o.i:~, because not att15tack people go on 
@!1,d.om-shootings, tlo-drugs-,--and,real women like a piece of meat. I don't 

1.y' .--~---unders and why the hip hop artists woul1 want_to represent thei_r culture in 1 tM.
"'_,,J:r•"" such a completely negative way..!Jll"'dfi°'"I- 1>, ~..µ,,,~ #,,,c.,.,l,,,i buil- 1;.fA~~ /

',.~ Hip hop obviously is very ~ radmg to women, but there are other forms \ I ~ • 
C~ of music that are degratll'lg as well. The song "Lollypop" by Lil' Wayne is a 

perfect example of how degrading the lyrics are, and how basically the rappers 
are just looking for sex from the girls. The biggest problem is that the women 
in the video c ~~ in them _nd dance the way they_c;to. It's so 
·sgusting to me to think that they uld parade around these rappers, and feel 

'!>'\~..~~'- " 11~tt\~~\<>s~1.,,µ 1 

, .11-.VI ,\f\ _J ""l 1. .\..J\"'l., .\""" 

https://buil-1;.fA
https://disturbing,.is
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no sha~ r ange . So · ·seq a t e rapper and t c girltfault. But country \ ~ 
1 1 music dlfl•also be ve ~ r ding, ~ no in such a sexual form. Thin ike J · ,t Q.,,. 

"daisy dukes", a o oa ·ca ly t cir appearance. Most forms of music show ' ~ 
wome _i a egati e_w,ay, and I don't see way the women in the videos are so ~..,cJ ~> 
easy g01 g ~ut 1t. .- >lV-

People around me use language toward each other that can be very dt-v·'<- , 
in l i g but in a kidding way. I think that it shows that music has made us ' "+.>0 . 
less r ely to feel guilty about the things that we sa to each other. I guess I do ~ 
t e sa .e hing unconsciously, but I always make sure !don't intentionally say 
t i gs at I know would hurt people. Words can be very powerful, especially 
words t a are directed towards a certain minority group, or sexuality. A lot of 
times whe n people get mad at each other hey say things that go over he top, 
a d ey don't really mean it. Hip hop artists though in my opinion say these 
hi.lgs intentionally "to prove their masculinit~ . In general i seems like a bi 

ac to look tough and powerful. To them being gay is weak, and being po is 
ak, which is why they target homosexuals, and flash around money to sho 

eir dominance. -.!}v+ ~~ .u.t.) ,,, -
In conclusion, rap artists use a y act·cs to instill fear in people to 

boost their ego and show their power whe ever_ffi)SSible._ The lyrics they w te 
are centered on killing doing and selling drugr,'superiority)ver women, and 
explicit sexual language. Over atfl thin that bip'lrnplrrtists are influencing 
younger generatio s to pursue a violent lifestyle , to have little respect for 
people who are different in society, and to have little respect or themselv s. 

Figure 23: Lindsay's response 

In Figure 23, we observe a fairly mature thought process in the student response 

where the student is developing her voice and reading against the text by questioning 

the norms of pop culture and critiquing the documentary that they watched . She 

questioned the societal norms and critiquing hip hop where 'acting tough is the main 
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criteria to fit in . She is critiquing the societal values and Lauren is questioning her "Do 

you think this documentary reflects the larger feelings in society? Chen questioned the 

norm of the text that this image is not just about power but financial motivation can be 

there too to make these videos and sell drugs to put food on the table . 

Navigating an Online Dialogic Space. In Figure 24 below I show the students 

responses that were posted on Ning, an online blackboard that Lauren used for her 

classes. They watched the movie Avalon which talks about the Russian Jewish 

immigrant, Sam Krichinksy, who moves to America in the 1950's. There is a lot depicted 

in the movie that portrayed the change in Sam's family dynamics after moving to 

America , including the move to suburbs, position of women in the household , transition 

from big to small families . Students watched this movie with a lot of interest in the 

culture and socio dynamics of the immigrant family. Below are some responses that 

they posted in the discussion thread after watching the movie. The reason I include this 

segment from the online forum is to show the dialogic nature of every project that the 

teacher did . This was the third project done at the beginning of the school year and 

students were already in the mode of exploring their identity. The teacher had 

introduced this digital forum called Ning to introduce an interactive space for students to 

set a "conversational tone" for the texts that they read in an online community space. 

Below you will find some comments from the movie Avalon which shows the 

communicative connection that students had by interacting in this space. Ms. Lauren 

used to encourage her students to have a dialogue on the website as well. A lot of 
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students would log in after school to have a discussion with other students on this 

platform. Ms. Lauren would sometimes pull some content from student quotes and she 

would use it as a tool to steer discussion in a productive way. Students made a lot of 

progress after discussion sessions when they used Ning as a portal to exchange their 

ideas with their peers through reflective writing . This online space demonstrated the 

progress in students' thinking where they raised questions about the text and pursued 

collaborative inquiry. Below is an example of student comments on the online 

discussion forum. We can see that Lauren used this as an effective tool to promote 

dialogue. 
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AVALON Discussion Online: 

1. In response to the daughter-in-law character: "She has no voice. " 
2. "The father came here in 1914 on the 4h of July. The fireworks went off and everything. The 

image was important. My family is like Sam 's family in the end of the movie. They kept talking 
about the suburbs as a better opportunity, but we all ended up split up. " 

3. "His father is the character I felt the most sympathy for because he lost everything he worked for, 
but yet he kept a positive attitude. It takes a strong person to not be nervous or angry about what 
happened or what to do next. You don 't know the true meaning of life until you lost everything. " 

4. "The first scene of the fourth of July and the flag along with the scene with the burning flag on 
the building on the fourth of July seemed symbolic. How? I am not entirely sure, but the essence 
of a hidden message or some irony is definitely present, or at least I thought so. " 

5. "The film shows a lot about America and it is not all that it is hyped up to be. Technology and 
American lifestyle can ruin traditions and values. People are not as close as they used to be 
which is a downfall. Other countries have it harder but their values may be respected more. " 

6. "Why is it called Avalon?" 
7. "To be an American I think is perhaps too difficult. " 
8. "I thought they kept talking about suburbs because it symbolized change and more money. The 

suburbs were the supposed reason the difference between the old family and the new family 
grew bigger. I believe coming to America this whole family should be willing to change because 
if not than they should stay in the country they came from. " 

9. "You can replace a phone, TV, or radio, but you can 't replace a loved one " 
10. "The cycle is continuing and now it is Michael 's turn to tell his grandfather's story to his son. " 
11. "For the grandfather, it was leaving the things he loved most, his home, his son, wall papering, 

once prideful now a tedious task. He told Michael that he should never have to wallpaper. It was 
so sad because once it used to be a great thing, but as the times changed people thought less 
and less of it. " 

12. "I guess I kind of wish I did go through these things to sort of get a better grasp of what many 
people go through, so I can grow as a person. " 

13. "This film can connect to our community because we live in a very diverse area. Whether your 
black, white, Puerto Rican, ... every family is different in many ways just as they are the same in 
many ways. " 

14. "There is an idea of being heard and why it is important to be heard. For example, the brunette 
wife how she can 't be herself in her own home, if she puts something somewhere it ends up 
moved. She wants to live her own life with her husband and children instead of everyone being 
around all the time. " 

Figure 24: Avalon Discussion on Ning 

Creating Dialogic Spaces for Critical Interpretations 

Discussion was a central tenet of Lauren's classroom where she always started 

with a text and a question that introduced controversy to prompt her students' thinking in 
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a way that invited a constant flux of ideas, beliefs and personal anecdotes from 

students. She always encouraged this notion of letting students pose their beliefs in an 

uninhibited manner. At the beginning of the semester, they went over the ethics of 

discussion and she told them that it was okay to have differences in opinion and they 

had to agree to disagree. She emphasized that the tone in the class had to be 

respectful of other people's opinions. She would often reinforce this point if there was a 

disagreement in the class. 

The dynamic of this classroom set up by the teacher had a strong influence on 

students when they observed that their teacher was weaving hip hop worlds, racial , 

national and gender identities in the curriculum of the classroom. In this classroom, the 

texts, the writing , and the interactions created a space where students challenged their 

beliefs. By reading and discussing global perspectives and engaging in a collaborative 

meaning making , they were coming to an understanding of personal differences. Their 

opinions and ideologies were encouraged through multiple texts and modes of learning 

where they were encouraged and provoked to use self-expression and reflection . 

Everything discussed in the classroom was an extension of their identity or an 

expression of their life and belongingness to a specific culture - social inequities, hip 

hop, American Dream and other religious views and stereotypes in the society. This 

curricular and dialogic process led to an increasing need of teacher's understanding on 

the behalf of student and changing times. In a ground-breaking study published by New 

London Group challenged the conventional pedagogical beliefs in the article "The 

Pedagogy of Multiliteracies" (1996), claiming that the core of the mainstream has 
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changed and we need to rethink new spaces for students to learn . NLG group also 

elaborated this point through the transformed pedagogy (New Learning,2008) which 

means that there is a need to create more access to these creative dialogic spaces for 

students to engage in the culturally diverse era so that they are more prepared for the 

workspaces that they will be in. 

In general, Ms. Lauren's pedagogical practices were based on interactions and 

dialogue within the classroom which were intensely situated in Bakhtin's dialogic 

interaction as a source of understanding an utterance or the spoken word of the 

educator and the learner. 

Ms. Lauren uses a lot of probing questions like "Why does it bother you? What 

do you think about this issue? Such clarification questions inform the critical 

interpretations of text in the mind of students. It helps students in a way that informs 

their thinking to pursue discussion . It demonstrates Vygotsky's sociocultural framework 

of learning where social interactions lead to developing thinking. Her practices were 

also deeply informed by Paulo Freire where her classroom interactions became an 

instrument to help facilitate her students to participate in narrating, understanding and 

transforming the world . It imparted a sense of freedom so they could pursue critical 

thinking, gain a perspective and form their own opinions on the reality of the world . An 

important aspect of the class was the use of texts that were very unconventional, non

traditional, relevant, current and carrying the voices of their generation . It seems that 

they were pursuing a sense of identity and a sense of self-discovery through these 

interactions in the class where the context of discussion was taken from multicultural 
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literature and multimodal texts , movies, documentaries or graphic novels. In the 

following chapter, I will attempt to synthesize the findings of my study with some 

discussion of relevant theory. Further, I will examine the significance of this dialogic 

methodology and relevance. 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion and Implications 

Overview 

In the first chapter, I discussed the need for making classrooms more culturally 

relevant (Ladson-Billings, 1995) and dialogic through multimodal texts . There is a big 

gap between enacting a dialogic approach (Bakhtin , 1970) and how high schools' 

traditional curriculum of English with a monologic stance of teachers depositing 

knowledge as a banking concept of education (Freire, 1970) in this age of standardized 

testing and scripted curriculum. How can we develop a diverse curriculum content to let 

students access high quality content in a critical manner. However, many questions 

remain unanswered regarding the integration of culturally relevant pedagogy, 

multimodal texts and dialogue into the secondary classrooms. 

There have been questions on how to enact culturally relevant pedagogy and how 

that can be integrated to meet adolescent needs. In the last chapter, I detailed the 

nuanced and inquiry-based conversations developed by Ms. Lauren Costello to 

deconstruct the text. As Lauren moved further along in the course, I could see how the 

student participation in discussion manifested itself as a change within individuals as 

constructive and meaningful. Students were engaged in a year-long project by 

exploring race , class and gender issues through dialogue and problem posing in 

creating a safe learning community where they could share their own stories, 

connecting themselves to readings of other stories in literature. 
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In this discussion segment, I will generally talk about the synthesis of Findings 

chapter with the discussion of theory. I will shed some light on Lauren's classroom 

stance and how that impacted student learning by enacting elements of self-exploration, 

critical thinking and dialogue. The findings from the study I have described in this 

dissertation emerged from the year-long study in this senior English classroom and my 

findings makes recommendations in which the teacher impacts a meaningful change in 

student participation in the classroom with consistent strategies that makes her 

classroom a unique learning community that promotes critical thinking . 

Research Questions 

I am repeating my research questions to provide my guiding inquiry, followed by 

preliminary themes. 

In an English elective class in a diverse first-ring suburban high school, I examined 

the following questions: 

• In what ways does this teacher use Dialogue to engage students in meaning 

making about texts? 

• In what ways, if any, does the teacher include non-traditional and multimodal 

texts and a means of influencing students' thinking about cultural issues? 

• How does the participation in this class permit students to understand 

themselves and others in terms of their cultural and felt identities? 
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In the next few sections, I will summarize the themes in which Lauren's integration of Culturally 

Relevant Pedagogy along with effective dialogic interaction and multimodality made a positive 

impact on student learning. 

Selecting Multimodal Multicultural Curriculum as a Mediating Tool 

Lauren 's response on being asked about the description of the course - "I am 

going to blur the lines a little because I keep changing the readings and rethinking the 

course. Cultural Perspectives course is somewhat different every time. I try to keep it 

fresh and some tenets are different. It's an elective in English Department in a school 

that I work and that anyone can take. Any junior or senior can take it. It plays different 

roles for different students. And it also has students that have just one English class . My 

class is much more diverse with different backgrounds, school districts, students 

who have moved a lot. Culture, Gender, race , identity and socioeconomic status have 

impacted our society and I try to use it as the core value of my classroom." 

The elements of multimodal multicultural texts (MMT) and popular culture were 

thoughtfully integrated into the curriculum and classroom practices. Ms. Lauren used a 

website called Ning (Online Blackboard) where students posted their homework, videos 

and online assignments to which she and other students responded . In the chart below I 

mention the texts used in this course and the methodology used to treat the text and 

how that text had a life of it's own when they discussed it in the classroom. In her 

syllabus she had some questions that she used in the classroom which revolved around 

student experiences in life about being a man, a woman , global citizen , understanding 
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race, American dream and what does it mean to have equitable access to American 

Dream in 21 st century America . Below is a chart that shows the texts used in Lauren's 

classroom along with the assignment and the topics covered . I am repeating this chart 

from Chapter 3 to remind the reader of the unconventional texts that the teacher used. 

Curriculum content 
Unsettling America : 
Anthology of poems 

Childhood Memory: 
Personal biography -
family background 

Novel: Sherman Alexie 
- True diary of a Part 
time Indian 
Story: Indian are 
People, Not Mascots 

Book Review: Books 
selected from 
Bibliography of a 
presentation given by 
the librarian 

Middle Eastern Identity: 
Documentary, writer 
visit: Nadia Shahram, a 
lawyer from Tehran 

This I Believe 

Assignment 

ipoem 

Reflection and Discussion on Ning 
Post on Ning 
Film reflection /experience 

Ning post with pictures 

Respond to each other on Ning 
Bring pictures to class 
Class discussion 

Ning post 

Poem 

Exploring issue of race 
Class Discussion 

Trip to library 

Book review and reflection 

Talk about gender roles 

imovie/documentary 

Newspaper article from Buffalo news 

Multimodal Composing 

ThemesCovered 

American Dream 

Race, Class, Gender 
and Identity by exploring 
family backgrounds 

White Privilege 

Issues of race 

Identity 
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Viewing the movie: 
Avalon 

TED Talk: Dangers of a 
single story 

Patrick Finn visit: A 
chapter from his book, 
Literacy with an 
Attitude 

Documentary viewing : 
Hip-hop - Beyond 
beats and rhymes 

Gender inquiry and 
identity 

Persepolis (Middle 
Eastern Identity) 

Letters to Myself - She 
asked them to write a 
letter to themselves 

Written reflection 

Class discussion 
Discussion on Ning 
Discussion on student quotes posted 
on Ning 

Classroom discussion 

Written Assignment 
Ning discussion 
Group discussion 
Charts made by students on their 
thoughts on race & stereotypes 
Group presentation 

Class discussion and questions 

Ning discussion 

Students to make imovie or 
documentary on what they think about 
hip hop 

Documentary on manhood and gender 
identity 
Media 
critique/Mini documentary/Textual 
creation for imovie 
proposal writing for choosing any form 
to make an imovie 

Graphic Novel 

Presentation with a lesson plan , 
handout and copy of texts. Asked them 
to become teachers 

Letters that she will post to them after 
two years . 

American Dream 

Stereotypes, race, 
single story, culture 

Class and 
socioeconomic status 

Hip Hop, Media 
influence, popular 
culture, gender inquiry, 
identity, racial profiling, 
stereotypes 

Race and Identity 

Personal Identity/ 
Critical Inquiry 
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They were asked to cover their dreams 
and inspirations and views about high 
school experience . 

Final Essay/Reflection Choose a favorite topic from content 
Paper and lmovie covered throughout the year 

Table 1: The various texts used in Lauren Costello's class 

Planning the Curriculum as Cultural Remix. Lauren annually revised her 

curriculum to include new ways of presenting information. She tole me in an interview 

that "I plan the course like a cultural remix" . In a way, the curriculum was a mediating 

tool to scaffold the learning and growth of students and a big philosophy of her 

instruction was to make her students critical thinkers so they could question the text and 

her curriculum reflected a deep understanding of this innovative practice. The texts that 

were used like a documentary on Hip Hop or Graphic novel Persepolis were very 

relevant, contemporary, promoted dialogue as opposed to using classic texts . 

The fundamental purpose of her unconventional curriculum was to spark the 

discussion which created the cultural remix , as mentioned by Lauren . These 

discussions would not have been possible without the strong foundational aspect of the 

curriculum design on which the discussion and critical thinking skills were honed and 

developed with utmost care used by Lauren as a discussion facilitator by problem 

posing, inquiring about what bothered the students about a particular text, asking 

controversial , provocative questions and asking them to think about what if they were in 

a similar situation as the protagonist in the text . 
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These texts can promote discussion since they were relevant, multimodal and 

appropriate for problem posing, Freire's realm of problem posing embodies experience/ 

cultural identity. Hillocks in Cazden 's book 'Classroom Discourse' (2001) mentions 

about curriculum planning as a coherent set of contexts and activities carefully 

sequenced over days or weeks to build students competencies towards a valued goal. It 

emphasizes the sense in which teaching constructs an ongoing narrative made up of 

episodes through which characters move in pursuit of some goal , series of activities as 

gateway activities. These texts were engaging students in using and learning the 

strategies essential to writing task" (Hillocks, pg . 69 Cazden , Classroom Discourse). 

Lauren carefully integrates the dynamic of this classroom to make learning happen by 

using a question to spark off a discussion that was related to their personal life. Lauren 

didn 't have the readings laid out in a sequence but she would let the students 

decide what they wanted to read next through the discussions that followed in her 

classroom. When the classroom was discussing racial and gender stereotypes of the 

Ted Talk - Dangers of a Single Story, she decided to pursue Indians are People, Not 

Mascots being singled out by Native Americans. So, she would navigate the syllabus 

and let the syllabus evolve based on the dialogic interpretation . 

In a groundbreaking study, the New London Group challenged the conventional 

pedagogical beliefs in the article "The Pedagogy of Multi literacies" ( 1996) where they 

claimed that the core of mainstream literacy has changed and we need to rethink new 

spaces for students to learn . This transformed pedagogy means that there is a need to 

create more access to these creative social spaces for students to indulge in the 
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consumerism era of multimodal texts so that they are more prepared for the workspaces 

that they will be in . 

Kress (2003) talks about gathering meaning from all modes which are present in 

a text and make meaning from it through some guided thinking and critical perspectives 

through students' life worlds . A prevalent and significant theme in the classroom was 

the unconventional choice of texts and genres that Lauren introduced in this class which 

acted as a foundation of a truly effective teaching and learning space throughout the 

time I observed there. We could see from the conversation that students had after 

viewing Ted Talk on 'Dangers of a Single Story' where so many students talked 

including Kesha talked about the role of media in influencing people's mind about 

stereotypes. James and Billy explored the stereotypes about being Caucasian which 

they thought was being 'average' . The whole class empathized with Jamaal for facing 

stereotypes his whole life. These Multimodal Multicultural texts used by Lauren helped 

students decontextualize the text in a meaningful way and helped them to relate it to 

their life. 

Inviting students' sociocultural identities into the classroom. "I put my 

identity and student's identity at the core of the class." Lauren 

Student identities are always conflicting and fluid when we take into consideration 

the fact what formulates the process of identities. The multimodal texts like graphic 

novels, Ted talk and documentary create a space that is dialogic but truly the identities 

of students like Jamaal, Kesha, James and Chen who struggle to create their space 

within the culturally conflicted worlds . How do we open these constricted discourses of 
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power? Would teacher beliefs and practices help in opening such discussions and 

dialogues of culture that were earlier hidden? 

Lauren told me in an interview about her pedagogical stance in the classroom had 

said, "I want them (students) to be the power of the class. I underplay my presence. 

Earlier I was conscious about it and now it comes naturally." When I asked her about 

the personal chit chat that she does with a lot of students, she said, "I want to 

acknowledge everybody in the classroom and I think of myself in this case. If I go 

somewhere, I really like when people acknowledge me and make a personal 

comment. I sort of bring that conversation with students during the class." And I 

realized that she weaves her general chitchat with students into the lesson or 

discussion of that day. She allows them to connect life and literature in special ways . 

I feel that this vulnerability reflected by the teacher in her positioning is where 

transformation happens and a space is created where learning happens. Lauren 

mentioned in an interview "I try to encourage them to put some defining moments in 

students' life in a narrative at the beginning of the session . My class is discussion based 

and the narrative writing helps the students to take it from there and build a discussion 

around their lives." Teacher positioning is something that holds the center of attention in 

the class that sparks a discussion in a very organic and smooth manner. 

This is what classrooms are meant to achieve : to question the given, to question 

the text. They were all reading against the text, created their own text in a conversation. 

It reminds me of Freire's theory (Freire, 1970) about reading the word and the world. 
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"I have that interest in identity and who we are in connection to the rest of the world and 

to think about beyond the world . I think there is a freedom in pursuing the student and 

teacher identity together, community identity and the world identity." 

Lauren would always start the class with student narratives and issues that impact 

our community. It's important to have a community and it's tough to build one. There 

was a lot of reading and writing incorporated through a dialogic stance. She told me in 

an interview that she used a topic from her Master's classes - Cultural remix idea and 

would plan her syllabus like a remix. Her class could not be described as a writer's 

workshop but she tried to bring tools that were out there including imovie, Ning posts. 

"I always think that students who don't talk much or being comfortable with 

speaking, express in their writing . I conference individually with them - verbally, 

conference and online. Class also takes notes and gives feedback to each other. 

Students sometimes don't know what to say but sometimes I use what other former 

students wrote . I don't use my writing a lot. I am torn about it to bring my writing and 

when I do I use feedback from them and they can be brutal (She laughs). Teachers are 

asking their students to be thoughtful writers . It's important for them to see me as a 

struggling writer and the vulnerability of it all. I was such a timid person in college and 

there was no dialogue. I want my students to be confident in whatever they say. Also, a 

teacher needs to encourage their student to be a thinker and encourage them to 

think critically and sit with their peers and teachers and older people and still express 

their beliefs. I do not believe in talking at them. I rather sit with them." 
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Most of the students confirmed this belief in an interview with me that Ms. Lauren 

had a distinct style of letting them bring their identity in the classroom. Jamaal told me 

in an interview that this was his favorite class and this class makes him want to come to 

school in the morning. Lauren encouraged most of the students to talk and write about 

their personal experiences which helped them to conceptualize their identity in the 

socio-cultural context. For example, in most of the assignments that she gave she 

asked them to write with a stance and how they feel about it. She told me in an 

interview that "I cannot be neutral, they need to know how I think and feel." Findings 

from this analysis describes the innovative and nuanced positioning embraced by the 

teacher to invite student lives in the learning by asking them to explore their 

neighborhood and tell a single story of the neighborhood when they discussed Ted Talk. 

Creating a Dialogic Space where Learning Happens. For Bakhtin, the situated 

act of dialogic discourse, the utterance, is where the being of language resides . "The 

entire life of language, in any area of its use ... is permeated with dialogic 

relationships" (1984b, p. 183). 

This class was defined by dialogue where teacher strategically centered her textual 

discussion around students' lives. She encouraged her students to bring their outside 

lives in the classroom and actually valued this collaborative shared experience which 

helped them to connect their lives with the text. The prominent technique was 

questioning and making the students believe that their identities were not silent but fluid . 
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Bakhtin has put emphasis on the role of utterance and it's importance in the life. He has 

laid emphasis on style and how much style contributes to speech genres. 

The larger context in which Bakhtin situates his discussion of rhetoric suggests 

the possibility of a dialogized or dialogical rhetoric that views all human activity 

and all human discourse as a complex unity of differences. This dialogized or 

dialogical rhetoric is not only a multiplicity and diversity of voices, a 

"heteroglossia," but an act of (and an active) listening to each voice from the 

perspective of the others, a "dialogized heteroglossia ." Its purpose is to test our 

own and others' ideas and ourselves and thus to determine together what we 

should think and how we should live . Its characteristic forms are the expression , 

juxtaposition , or negotiation of our individual and our cultural differences. 

(p.3 Zappen , 2000) 

This othering intrigued me as a form of discourse because differences in the style 

of speech genres produces a dialogue and marks a style on it's own . These three words 

- juxtaposition , expression and cultural difference create a whole new meaning of it's 

own which Lauren uses in the cultural perspective course to explore dialogue. This 

makes it look like a dialogized identity of any discourse that takes shape because of 

differences in thinking. Words in itself have no meaning . They are indeed formed during 

the dialogic discourse between two people, be it cultural or individual differences. This 

idea is that dialogue is realized through being and the other. Whatever we embody in 
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our speech and dialogue encompasses our identity in terms of culture, context and 

other's utterances. We build a dialogue when an addressee is completely involved in 

the discourse of and builds his own interpretation different than the author. Lauren's 

success in developing a culturally relevant pedagogy and dialogic stance was 

consistent with her ability to understand the needs of her learner and making her 

students believe that learning is social and the best way to learn is through a dialogue 

with others. That dialogic learning space that Lauren created was socially and culturally 

situated in the lives of her students. The context of learning was tied to the context of 

her students' personal lives and she carefully constructed a student-centered dialogic 

community. 

This is what classrooms are meant to achieve : to question the given, to question 

the text. They were all reading against the text, created their own text and that too in a 

conversation . There were a lot of scaffolding moves and mediation but only when it was 

required . Lauren used her students' conversations by making connections to the text 

and this is how she kept bringing the text back into the discussion. She deliberately 

pushed the boundaries of her classroom discussion so students could think outside the 

text and read into the world . She constantly shifted her role and repositioned herself as 

a moderator and a learner to let that dialogue happen. 

Teacher Role as An Adaptive Dialogic Mediator 

Lauren worked on encouraging her students to make that personal connection with 

stories that they read, be it from the hip hop documentary or a Ted Talk: Dangers of a 
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Single Story. She motivated her students to build a narrative around the book they read 

and connect it to their personal life by asking relevant questions. 

The classroom instruction was primarily built upon sociocultural interactions about 

students' lifeworlds (Cazden , Cope, Fairclough, & Gee, et al. , 1996; New London 

Group, 1997). These classrooms are discourse intensive where students transform the 

ideas of the text and construct knowledge by making it their own . This teacher enabled 

and mobilized the dialogic resources to enhance student learning. The example below 

is an excerpt from her assignment in gender inquiry where Lauren encourages her 

students to look around in their everyday life to pursue their sense of inquiry in the life 

that they lead and find a connection with the people that are around them. They read a 

poem called 'Girl ' by Jamaican Kincaid and in this assignment below, she is asking her 

students to make a documentary based on the person that they know in real life who 

inspires them. 
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Mini- Documentary: Follow a person that you feel exemplifies what you believe it 

means to be a man or a woman. Think about interesting people that surround your 

everyday life, who would like to examine? Perhaps you would like to know more about 

your mother or father, maybe you have a sibling that is your definition of a modern man 

or women , or maybe you have a friend that is living an interesting/inspiring existence. 

Choose a person or persons to interview, film , and create a short film connecting 

gender in a real-life way. (Two years ago, a student made a film about her mother as 

the provider, caretaker, and inspiration . She filmed her at work, at home, and with her 

siblings. It was powerful!! 

Figure 25: Assignment on Gender Inquiry 

Teacher Positioning as a Learner 

Lauren positioned herself as a moderator and learner and was scaffolding and 

mediating just enough to make them think harder. I had asked Lauren in an interview 

about her positioning in the classroom and she said "I want them (students) to be the 

power of the class. I underplay my presence. Earlier I was conscious about it and now it 

comes naturally." When I asked her about the personal chit chat that she does with a lot 

of students, she said , "I want to acknowledge everybody in the classroom and I think of 

myself in this case. If I go somewhere, I really like when people acknowledge me and 

make a personal comment. I sort of bring that conversation with students during 
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the class ." I realized that she weaves her general chitchat with students into the lesson 

or discussion of that day. She allows them to connect life and literature in special ways. 

Reading and Writing Spaces to Explore Identity. The writing process in 

Lauren's classroom was always a collaborative process and an ongoing dialogue with 

her students on how to put their personal voices during classroom discussion, Ning 

posts or reflective writing pieces that she encouraged them to write about after they 

were discussed in the class. 

"It is tough to get students to write about their identity and to discuss that writing" 

Lauren would bring in pieces of writing from an anthology called Unsettling 

America. "Having a lot of online spaces is critical too and I use a lot of technology that is 

available and try to work on what works in the classroom to promote their thinking and 

we usually speak in and workshop it together. There is a lot of discussion , conferencing, 

online and one on one. There is a lot of peer involvement and talking through a piece of 

writing is helpful and I use former students talking to my younger students. I am torn 

about using my writing since it can be intimidating so I bring some rarely and that too I 

present it as I am using it for their feedback." 

I feel that this vulnerability reflected by the teacher in her positioning where 

transformation happens and a space is created where learning happens. Lauren 

mentioned in an interview "I try to encourage them to put some defining moments in 
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students' life in a narrative at the beginning of the session . My class is discussion based 

and the narrative writing helps the students to take it from there and build a discussion 

around their lives." Teacher positioning is something that holds the center of attention in 

the class that sparks a discussion in a very organic and smooth manner. 

This is what classrooms are meant to achieve : to question the given, to question 

the text. They were all reading against the text, created their own text in a conversation . 

It reminds me of Freire's theory about reading the word and the world . 

Lauren plans her classroom like a Cultural remix and which follows discussion and 

writing . She further added in her interview that students who don't feel comfortable 

voicing their opinion during discussion in the class write about it more online or give it to 

her in writing. It gives them that platform to voice their opinion and it was totally Lauren's 

personal and anecdotal evidence that she observed through the years . 

In the following paragraph, I am adding an excerpt about the kind of Writing 

Prompts she used for her assignment in the class after watching a documentary on Hip 

Hop. You will notice the language that she uses is thoughtful, encouraging and the 

usage of the often used phrase by Lauren: "Does it bother you?" 
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'Assignment: Hip Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes' 
Reflective Paper 
Please post by Ning on Sunday by 8pm. Bring a paper copy to class and check the 
website for the more information . www.pbs.org/independentlens/hiphop/timeline.htm 
Where do I begin? 
I would like you to construct a reflective paper on the documentary we viewed in class . I 
will provide a handout with some quotes and questions from the film . Please use the 
film's website if you would like additional information about Byron Hunt's research . This 
reflection should include: 

A. A larger idea, theme or issue that begins your paper: What larger issues would you like 
to tackle throughout your paper? 

B. Use examples from your notes and the film to support your argument. 
C. What did you agree with or disagree with in the film to support your argument? 
D. What examples of hip hop do you support or disagree with Byron's thesis? Feel free to 

use examples of hip hop you know to demonstrate your thoughts and ideas. 
E. How are men and women discussed in other genres of music? Provide examples. 
F. Does this connect to any of the other texts we have read, discussed, or watched? How? 

What made you think? What bothered you? 

Figure 26: Writing prompt for an assignment used by Lauren 

As you can see in the figure above that Lauren uses a lot of thoughtful language to 

encourage her students to express their opinion in the assignment like "What did you 

agree or disagree with? What bothered you? This is an important piece of information to 

know that even her assignments were dialogic in nature. It feels like she was talking to 

them. Students were asked to read the text, decontextualize the text and the world 

around them. It helped them to think around and that further elaborated the question of 

understanding themselves in this world . They could situate themselves in the big picture 

and think of themselves in the global narrative. There was this big identity question that 

needed an answer and that was how her students positioned themselves in this 

www.pbs.org/independentlens/hiphop/timeline.htm
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world. It reflected the deeper philosophical thinking of this teacher and how this teacher 

designed and brought this course into a life of it's own by letting the students negotiate 

their identity and helping them shape their voices through those discussions. She would 

always ask the question in the class and in her writing prompts: "What bothered you 

about the text and why?" "What matters to you?" 

In another text in the classroom, students read "Prom Night in Mississipi" and the 

short piece "Color Line". In that writing prompt, she asked them to highlight and 

annotate as they read the piece and after that to write a thoughtful response. 

"What aspect of the articles did you feel offended or surprised by? What connections do 

you see between the events described and our history" How might this connect to our 

school? 

"In 'Limits of the Local', Brandt and Clinton recognized that all reading and writing 

are local events but not necessarily localizing events. We called for analysis of 

both localizing and globalizing activity involving literacy and for systematic 

comparison of literacy events in terms of the proportions of both . Such an analysis 

becomes especially crucial in these times, especially for uncovering new structures 

of inequality and the role of literacy in them and for remembering that the forms of 

literacy individuals or communities practice may not be the forms they would prefer 

to practice." (Brandt and Clinton , 2006, pp. 257) 

In a writing response to the Adichie's Dangers of a Single Story, James made 

some bigger connections of his identity and how he situated himself in the world . 
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"I am white . I am a man . Normally that makes me seem average, just an everyday John 

Doe trying to get by" . I cannot recall a time when I was othered or judged . Maybe being 

an average white man really has let me fall out of the radar to being put down . Maybe 

that has let me become irrelevant to major society." 

Using Gateway Activities to invite student identity. Lauren would often use a 

pre-discussion writing activity for her students to think about. She would write a question 

on the board and before she started the discussion reading any text, she would ask 

them to think about the topic and write a few points regarding that. In the example 

below, you will see a writing activity that she used as a precursor to the discussion that 

the classroom was about to have regarding the theme of exploring Native American 

identity and the class read the story, "Indians are people, Not Mascots". She asked 

them to write a short poem on the tribe that they belonged to and she wrote a short 

poem on the board about her own tribe . 

Tribe of Moms, 

Tribe of Coffee Drinkers, 

Tribe of Teachers, 

Tribe of Over thinkers 

This activity had a big impact on the students who came up with a ton of tribes or 

affinity groups that they belonged to like tribe of texters, tribe of movie watchers, tribe of 

ice skaters, tribe of nature lovers, tribe of hip hop singers. These strategies always got 

her students motivated to start writing in a meaningful way. 
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Lauren's Stance on Technology. NLS was a big social turn in the world of 

education where it was considered that reading and writing can only happen in social 

and cultural context of one's surrounding . "it makes a big difference in the attitudes that 

reflect in the writing of students of their literacy needed to be viewed as a complex set of 

social practices within the larger framework of discourse and power "(Gee, 1990). This 

teacher took into account what literacy and complex situated environment those 

students came from in that district and allowed them that access to deconstruct those 

larger narratives of race, class and gender. I observed that it was a meaningful way to 

bring their outside lives into the classroom using reading and writing and multimodality 

as a tool to enhance the meaning for them. 

Our students' literacy practices have undergone a lot of change in the recent years 

and it has motivated scholars to think about this transition . The technology today has 

given enough access and motivation to students to think about texts and engage with 

them in more multimodal and creative ways like biogs, wikis, podcasts and movie 

making . Lauren had a lot of adaptive expertise and she tried to weave a lot of local and 

social fabric together by asking her students to interpret the text in their choice of 

modality. In most of the assignments, she gave them a choice of making an imovie, 

writing a reflection or making a Ning post. There were different stages how texts were 

interpreted and talked about in the classroom ranging from discussion, imovie, posting 

on Ning, writing assignment. 
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"Technology is changing and online spaces are critical to learning. Some 

students who are not able to be verbal or vocalize write more. I provide a lot of 

prompts, comment features on Ning, read a section or all of it in the class, 

conference with students one on one. With so many literature discussions on 

Identity, students are hesitant to write and talk through a piece of writing in a 

group since they don't know what to say". Lauren mentioned that she would often 

show a piece that a previous student wrote . On being asked if she used her own 

writing, "I have been an English Major for years and I don't want to intimidate 

them with my writing . So, I bring a piece of writing of a previous student or my 

own and that is work in progress and I get feedback from them. They can be 

brutal (with a laugh). Well, you can do this or that." 

Culturally Relevant Dialogic Pedagogy but So Much More! 

Classroom Conversations have been traditionally thought of as monologic or 

teacher-driven but based on this particular research in Lauren's classroom, I believe 

that Lauren's dialogue based teaching style was successful because she let her 

students make connections with their personal experiences. As I mentioned earlier in 

Chapter 4, that her classroom space was very inviting and Jamaal told me so many 

times that it was his favorite class and he looks forward to this class . It motivated him to 

come to school after doing a night shift at his father's convenience store. Lauren's 

disarming personality and an inherent care driven pedagogical stance made the 

students feel that their voices mattered. 
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In the section below, I am quoting some words from Lauren's syllabus which acts 

as a motto of her syllabus works that signifies the culturally relevant dialogic pedagogy 

where she is aiming at developing students voices while at the same time she 

is developing the corners and even helped students to make There was a rich meaning 

making that happened in Lauren's classroom. 

"In addition to multicultural literature, students will be examining what is understood 

as the American Dream and the many diverse voices and perspectives that are America 

and the world . We will also examine how these diverse voices are represented in the 

media through film, music, and print news. This course will also examine international 

perspectives and cultures. All of these investigations are rooted in helping you develop 

your own voice in this world through sophisticated tools of communication . This is a 

course where you will be asked to read , compose, and participate daily. The class is 

aligned with collegiate level readings and writing." 

Pushing the Boundaries of Dialogic Learning to Make New Meaning. There 

was a collaborative dialogue happening in her classroom where Lauren made her 

students carry more responsibility of discussion on their shoulders to move the 

discussion into a powerful place where they could take it forward by adding rich 

narratives from their life. Students are negotiating their stance in the text that they are 

reading . They are claiming a position to understand the social forces around them by 

interpreting cultural literary texts when the teacher gives them access through 'Culturally 
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Relevant Dialogic Pedagogy' to understand the culture that they read and the culture 

that they live in . 

Nystrand (1997) explains the concept of constructing knowledge through dialogue. 

He further explains this construct when he says that dialogism ... offers insights into 

human interaction as a foundation of comprehension , meaning, and interpretation ." 

Compared with recitation , dialogic instruction involves fewer teacher questions and 

more conversational turns as teachers and students alike contribute their ideas to 

a discussion in which their understandings evolve. Unlike recitation , dialogic 

instruction is less prescripted since the actual conduct, direction , and scope of the 

discussion depend on what students as well as teachers contribute and especially 

on their interaction . As a result, dialogic instruction is more coherent, more 

sustained and in-depth, and more thematic than recitation . 

It also emphasizes the Freirian theory that knowledge is socially constructed ad co 

constructed in a collaborative environment with others. Lauren had a deep 

understanding of the importance of local, cultural connections and encouraged her 

students to draw inspiration from their personal interests. For example, she asked them 

to think about their town Oneida in terms of race, gender and culture after the Ted Talk 

to make powerful connection . She was not using the conventional method of introducing 

a literary print text followed by a mandatory and teacher-controlled discussion . She let 

the discussion take a life of it's own and would scaffold it just enough to push the 
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students to a Zone of Proximal Development (Vygotsky, 1978) by asking questions that 

were provocative, hot button and by positioning herself as vulnerable learner. On 

exploring the topic of race and neighborhoods, she asked the students "What defines a 

good neighborhood? What changes people's perceptions on neighborhood?". When a 

student narrated an example on being picked for a fight for riding on the wrong side of 

the street, she further probed, "Is it problematic? 

Sustaining Culturally Relevant Dialogic Pedagogy. Discussion was a central 

tenet of Lauren's classroom where she proposed and she always started with a 

question that sort of pushed the thinking of her students in a way that there was 

constant flux of ideas, beliefs and personal anecdotes from students. She always 

encouraged this notion of letting students pose their beliefs uninhibited . At the beginning 

of the semester they went over the ethics of discussion and she told them that it is okay 

to have differences in opinion and they had to agree to disagree. She emphasized that 

the tone in the class had to be respectful of other people's opinions. 

The dynamic of this classroom set up by the teacher had a strong influence on 

students when they observed that their teacher was weaving hip hop worlds, racial, 

national and gender identities in the curriculum of the classroom. In this classroom, a 

space was created where students could challenge their beliefs by reading and 

discussing about global perspectives and would engage in a collaborative meaning 

making with an understanding of personal differences. Their opinions and ideologies 

were encouraged through multiple modes of learning where they were encouraged and 
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provoked to use self-expression. Everything discussed in the classroom had to be 

related to their identity or an expression of their life and belongingness to a specific 

culture - be it gender exploration , social inequities, hip hop, American Dream and other 

religious views and stereotypes in the society. It led to an increasing need of teacher's 

understanding on the behalf of student and changing times. 

Nystrand (1997) says, "Dialogically, authentic teacher questions signal to students 

the teacher's interest in what they think and know and not just whether they can report 

what someone else thinks or has said . Authentic questions invite students to contribute 

something new to the discussion that can change or modify it in some way" (p. 38) . 

Discussion conventions usually operate tacitly, though they are subject to study 

and change. Much of the current effort at instructional reform has in fact focused on 

conventions of discussion . Teachers have been urged to ask more open-ended and 

higher-order questions, to encourage small-group discussion and collaborate activities, 

and to value students' questions and tentative formulations rather than concentrating on 

final products. Such changes in patterns of instruction are designed to shift the 

emphasis from knowledge-out-of-context toward knowledge in action , and thus toward 

students' abilities to enter as active participants in the conversational domain . 

Dialogic interactions have a social design constructed and co constructed by the 

teacher and it created a distinctive learning space in the classroom which are 

considered as critical cultural spaces that led to every interaction in the class. These 

spaces gave students the opportunity to explore diverse topics and lead the way to take 

the initiatives and get the classroom going with all that is discussed and written . It 
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makes a lot of sense to put all the energies into the classroom and make that dialogic 

and let it turn the conversations of the classrooms. Lauren never provided close ended 

answers or positioned herself in an authoritative stance . She encouraged her students 

to explore any print or non-print texts by questioning their personal beliefs, their cultural 

beliefs and community beliefs. We can see an example when she asks the students 

to make a map of their neighborhoods and how it informs them about race and class 

stereotypes that they see around them . 

"The dialogic nature of consciousness, the dialogic nature of human life itself. The 

single adequate form for verbally expressing authentic human life is the open

ended dialogue. Life by its very nature is dialogic. To live means to participate in 

dialogue: to ask questions, to heed, to respond , to agree, and so forth . In this 

dialogue a person participates wholly and throughout his whole life: with his eyes, 

lips, hands, soul, spirit, with his whole body and deeds. He invests his entire self in 

discourse, and this discourse enters into the dialogic fabric of human life, into the 

world symposium." (Bakhtin , 1984b, p. 293) 

This quote from Bakhtin completely elaborates the philosophy of existentialism 

applied in a Bakhtinian perspective. The open-ended dialogue is truly dialogic and it 

doesn't leave any authority or objectification of the other in the classroom. It is an actual 

authentic discourse in the classroom. This dialogism and authenticity made the 
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classroom environment transformative and collaborative because the distance between 

the teacher and the student was minimized between the two of them. 

Lauren had a stance that knowledge is socially constructed and by providing 

adequate mediating questions to further question their thinking by problematizing the 

text at hand . In most of the assignments that she gave or even in the classroom 

discussion, she often asked the question - What do you feel about that? What bothers 

you about this text? Do you have a personal experience that you can relate to? 

Promoting Inquiry through Dialogue. My goal through this research was to 

highlight the complexity of literature discussion that is not based on literature 

consumption itself and letting the students engage in meaning making . There are many 

principles of engagement that can be applied to the classrooms to let the dialogue flow 

authentically without coming up with a single solution . The two closely related aspect of 

Bakhtin's concept of utterance is 'utterance' (Bakhtin, 1981) is social and dialogic and 

that entails how the other person responds to that utterance to make it more productive. 

Lauren makes sure to keep asking questions related to students' lives and how they feel 

connected to that text. During several teaching moments, she would ask her students, 

"What bothers you?" "What do you feel about this?" and constantly coming up with ways 

to bring in the elements of local knowledge. If students would say something, Lauren 

would always repeat what they said and follow it up with questions. One instance was 

when students complained about the younger generation and referred to younger kids 

as "those kids" . Lauren further probed them and asked, who are 'they' in the 
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conversation?" Most of her writing assignments started with a question which was an 

invitation to explore the dialogic nature of texts as they turn the text into a two-

way street where they were given the freedom to own a text and make it their own . For 

example, in the discussion on race in Chimamanda Adichie's text, students picked up a 

lot of nuances. One student Noel connected with the single story of being an African 

American guy and this perception of drugs and basketball related to his skin color. It 

elicited a lot of discussion about the students' own experiences related to race 

(stereotypes), class (they explored their neighborhoods in Oneida) and gender, where 

they talked about the expectations of society from men and women in general and 

specifically with how perceived gender roles through their parents and family finally 

leading into their own sexuality. Lauren told me that one student from another class in 

particular wrote about being gay and how she was picked upon by some kids in the 

school and kids in the neighborhood . She revealed how she was learning to hold her 

own despite being bullied . Lauren encouraged her to write about her experiences. 

She mentioned in an interview, "It's totally my observation and not based on any 

research that the students who are quieter in the classrooms express more in their 

writing and those talk more in the class find it difficult to write ." Lauren believed that 

knowledge is socially constructed and the utterance can be built upon based on the 

active response from the other's responsive understanding. 

Invitations to connect texts to students' lifeworlds. Students build their 

identities in a classroom that is rich in conversation and dialogue. They have the 
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freedom to create and bring their actual lived experiences and connect that with the 

literature that they read . These new roles of being encouraged to use their voices that 

they adopt in discussion gives them power to construct their own narratives through 

questioning and critiquing the texts that they read . While exploring the Native American 

Identity, students of her classroom questioned their football team's mascot which made 

them feel very conflicted in their thought process since they grew up patronizing their 

team and the mascot. Lauren never discouraged them to own their beliefs, question 

their beliefs. Kesha completely agreed with the author of "Indian are People, Not 

Mascots" that as a society we need to respect the rituals of Native Americans and not 

use their symbols in our football teams which seems like we are mocking at them. While 

Noel, who was a player of the team mentioned that it was their way to respect Native 

American culture and celebrating it since everyone roots for the team. Lauren never 

interfered in the discussion with her viewpoint rather she navigated the discussion by 

problem posing as to 'Why' so they think like that and what bothered her students about 

the article. She never gave her opinion or an authoritative answer rather she let the 

conversation flow and that clearly established her stance as a 'Moderator' of discussion 

which made the dialogue 'authentic' and engaging . 

Adolescent identities can be conflicted in a traditional school curriculum where we 

are just studying English classics like Shakespeare or Keats where students are not 

able to identify themselves in a classroom that doesn't bring in the challenges that they 

face. There can be an absolute denial as they can choose to play the game of school 

and not participate in discussions. Lauren's course sheds some new light on the 
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curriculum choices that she makes as a teacher to help her students identify with the 

lives of her students by including graphic novels (Persepolis - story of a middle eastern 

girl's identity), documentaries on hip hop (Hip Hop - Beats and Rhymes). She created 

an environment in the classroom where students could identify themselves in the 

classroom as an individual with a sense of ownership and also having some more 

perspective and gratitude since they learn more about themselves when they learn 

about other cultures. 

Making Dialogic connections with socio-cultural identity. Lauren was able to 

create a different energy and vibe with her unique dialogic approach to help bring in 

student identities. We need to create a network for them to help them create those 

spaces where students explore literature and they construct their own meaning not as 

"the other" (Sartre, 1970) but by tracing their being in this world . For Freire, learning is 

not an objective process where the powerful objectifies "the other" and the 

teacher treats the learner as an outsider. Existential philosophy denies the fact that life 

has its own value or meaning but we posit the meaning in it by filling the subjective 

values. It emphasizes that "existence precedes essence" which implies that a human 

exists before his or her own life has value or meaning. In a similar way, classrooms 

become alive when we fill it with a deeper meaning after we interact with the texts by 

connecting them with our cultural identities. We create meaning in the texts that we read 

and fill in the values of our individuality in it. Similarly, we need to encourage the 

readers to take out meaning and relate themselves to the text. 
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It is important to understand a text through our personal experiences in context of 

the world around us. In Fecho's book "Is this English" in one of the chapters Daniel , 

being the son of the teacher educators, could not only decode but also make meaning 

of the lesson taught to him in school. After one of the phonics drill , when asked by his 

mother, what he thought about it, he answered "I know it's not really reading , but I'll go 

along with the joke." Considering this understanding , students are not given the 

opportunity to make an authentic meaning of what they do in school. They have their 

own ways of resisting where some students resist openly by not doing what they're 

asked to do while some of them 'go along with the joke.' Somewhere in our pedagogy, 

oppression and less engagement can deprive our students the freedom to embrace 

knowledge by helping him construct meaning and feel the ownership of it. (Freire, 

1970) 

"Education as the practice of freedom - as opposed to education as the practice of 

domination - denies that man is abstract, isolated, independent and unattached to the 

world; it also denies that the world exists as a reality apart from people. Authentic 

reflection considers neither abstract man nor the world without people, but people in 

their relations with the world . In these relations consciousness and world are 

simultaneous: consciousness neither precedes the world nor follows it." (p.81 Freire) 

I find it interesting that Freire describes these ways of learning based on the 

banking concept of education where knowledge is deposited and objectified on the 
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subject (i.e . the student). He thinks that teachers either humanize themselves by 

liberating people or domesticate and dominate them. If they do not humanize 

themselves, they dehumanize their students by giving them a prejudiced view of 

education . In my research, it really mattered a lot since Lauren constantly positioned 

herself as a learner along with her vulnerabilities to understand a text. There was a lot 

of questioning and inquiry as to why the students felt the way they felt after reading 

certain texts . On the other hand, if they do take the existential perspective of 

authenticating themselves in this process of teaching and learning, it becomes a mutual 

humanizing process of engaging in critical thinking and problem posing . 

Freire truly discovers truth by saying that "oppressed are not marginals, are not 

men living "outside" society." He thinks that they "have always been "inside" - inside the 

structure which made them "beings for others." He believes that "we should not 

integrate them into the structure of oppression, but to transform that structure itself so 

that they can become "beings for themselves" . 

This defines the basic ethical fabric of the culture of teaching and learning . 

Freire believes that culture synthesis is the way to go about in the present framework as 

a cultural revolution is authentic revolution. It is this honest search of defining how 

human search for knowledge takes it's basis in individual existence in the world while at 

the same time culture takes a main seat to for an individual to make meaning of his 

existence. That in itself makes the world a better place to live and Lauren exposes her 

students to the world view of the young adult graphic novel "Persepolis' or Ted 
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talk which makes most of her students about the stance that they have towards people 

around the world who are objectified based on race, class or gender issues. 

According to Fecho, we as educators need to invite students to take greater 

cognizance of the literate world , we are inviting them to enter a process that asks not 

just to acknowledge the world as others have configured it, but make meaning of that 

world for themselves into various juxtapositions with that world . From an existential 

perspective, one quality that defines our dignity as humans is our capacity to engender 

understandings of ourselves and our world even in face of attempts to nullify those 

understandings (Fecho, 2004 ). 
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Lauren's strategy 
Inquiry learning, 
personal narratives, 
dialogue, engagement, 
relevance of texts, 
authentic conversations 

Tools used 
Dialogue, multi modality 
multicultural texts, 
exploring socio cultural 
identities, cultural capital, 
critical inquiry, learning 
community, popular culture, 

Implementation of Learning 
social dialogue, students 
identities explored, cultural 
understanding, freedom to 
authentic learning 

Figure 25: Venn Diagram showing Dialogic Interaction 
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In order to explore the different aspects of dialogic interaction , I have listed these 

responses in each circle of the Venn diagram. We need to make meaning of our 

identities through the literary dialogic transactions of our individual and collective 

selves. We can only make some sense of our selves when we construct our identities 

through a multicultural and global lens of the world and not a homogenous 

experience. I've tried to link this theory of dialogue to the present practices of teaching 

and learning that are implemented in the classroom. It's the basis of the methodologies 

that we intend to introduce in today's classroom. Ernest Morrell thinks that by 

introducing popular culture helps students deconstruct the main narratives and helps 

them construct their own individual meaning. (Morrell , 2002) Students look at rap music 

to understand their own identity as it is a genre which makes them look into a deeper 

meaning of life through musical and poetic touches. It's not something abstract for the 

young generation because they identify themselves with this and search their own 

authentic meaning of their existence when they hear the same feeling that they go 

through. Lauren is constantly making valid connections through her exploratory 

questions and gateway activities to encourage students to bridge the gap between their 

lives and the texts that they were reading . 

New London group (1996) negotiates the term identity with a different perspective 

considering the economic, global , local and community lens. They explore various 

issues regarding the effects of social transition on the society and people . It was a 
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difficult thing to explore but they look at a few trans mediational tools to allow the 

creative spaces of a student to expand . There is a dichotomy in the traditional and new 

literacies and this transition will become complicated with the power and authoritative 

positionality of educators. It is relevant to let these spaces take their own shape by 

challenging the intellectual ability of a child and letting him or her work at their 

lifeworlds. This seminal piece inspired me to think about multicultural and multimodal 

literacy as a navigator to broaden the understanding of what a classroom really needs 

to have a transformative social future that includes culture, race and gender to ensure 

educational success" 

Deconstructing Conventional Assumptions of Learning. I have found Freire 

"Pedagogy of The Oppressed" useful in understanding Lauren's classroom practices. In 

this book Freire proposes a new relationship between a student, teacher and society 

where students are creating knowledge. The spaces that Lauren created in her 

classroom echoed the central philosophy of Freire that opposes the 

banking/authoritative model of education where teachers deposit knowledge in their 

students; rather there is an effort to facilitate the process of learning by engaging them 

through problem posing education where students become "critical co-investigators in 

dialogue with the teacher." 

"Knowledge emerges only through invention and re-invention, through the restless, 

impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry men pursue in the world, with the world and each 

other" (p .58) . 
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Most of the curriculum that Lauren designed for the classroom was multimodal and 

culturally driven . Lauren adopted this attitude in every possible manner and most of her 

assignments and writing prompts started with "Dear Intellectuals.' As the semester 

progressed, it took a life of its own since she provided the skills needed to navigate the 

topics of RCG (Race, Class, Gender) in texts that were included in the multimodal 

way. The organizing initiative that she took to design the curriculum was inviting, not 

culturally limiting, and in so many ways she promoted inquiry by asking students to 

enter their own lifeworlds. 

Rethinking Mainstream Power Codes through Dialogue. In the book 'Is This 

English' Bob Fecho talks about his journey as a teacher in the Philadelphia school 

system to teach multicultural students. This book questions the mainstream power 

codes in education and emphasizes that it is important to cross cultural borders to 

empower students through democratization of dialogue and critical thinking in the 

classroom. It is also important to create a sense of belongingness and to question the 

mainstream power codes. Lauren's classroom and my research resonated with this 

book in the deepest way, since it highlighted the grittiest nature of education where we 

tend to ignore the conversational aspect of self-identity through other cultures. 

"My efforts were to enact change not for the sake of change but with the intent to 

support an overarching philosophy that assumes that students are theorizers who in 

their transactions with varied texts (e.g ., books, movies, music, physical spaces, peers 
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etc.) could and would make meaning of the world in an ongoing personal and social 

process" (Fecho, p.120). 

I have found these pieces of writing useful in understanding Lauren's classroom 

practices. The spaces that she created in her classroom echoed the central philosophy 

of Freire that opposes the banking model of education . "Knowledge emerges only 

through invention and re-invention, through the restless, impatient, continuing, 

hopeful inquiry men pursue in the world, with the world and each other. "(Page 58, 

Pedagogy of the Oppressed). 

When Lauren explored the genre of hip-hop music through the documentary "Hip 

Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes". The rap songs displayed the talent as well the search 

for identity in the African American culture . In addition to acting as voices in the urban 

community, many rappers consider themselves educators and see a least portion of 

their communities. (Morrell, 2002) The raising of critical consciousness in people who 

have been oppressed is the first step in helping them to obtain critical literacy (Freire, 

1970). It is very similar to involving strategies of learning through arts where students 

start confirming their identities as artists in the world of artistic community. (Heath, 

2004) 

The social outcomes of language in this age is not merely due to texts but we are 

looking at the students who want multiple perspectives of language learning which is 

visual, audio, spatial, music, behavior and multimodal literacies. This generation is 

looking at the multimodal ways to connect to the network which goes beyond the 

boundaries of a nation. (The New London Group, 1996) It is interesting how they define 
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the term 'lifeworlds' which addresses our public and private lives in a global world which 

is looking at fast capitalism. (Gee, 1994b) We're targeting at an advanced pedagogy 

that embraces and encompasses the use of language in the present world which is 

culturally diverse. The New London group truly looks at the bigger picture of 

existentialism where they talk of an "authentically democratic view of schools" which do 

not define the success of a student in economic terms but by asking them to make their 

success authentic by being critical of their environment and critiquing hierarchy 

and injustice (New London Group, 1996). There are so many examples around us when 

we can see whether students are genuinely interested or they are playing along the 

game of school. Students would stay along at the periphery of learning till they are 

invited to negotiate the structure of the text at the mainstage so they are given the 

ownership of content creation through social collaboration and multimodality. (Kozulin, 

A., Gindis, B., Ageyev, V., & Miller, S . (2003) 

Fecho reinforces the power of learning communities and critical inquiry in 

classrooms to help a student negotiate their own voice in the texts that they read . 

(Fecho, 2003) While Freire says that we can strive for emergence of consciousness 

through problem posing and critical intervention in reality. (Freire, 1970). At the same 

time, New London Group focuses on integrating curriculum based on students' 

lived experiences. All these elements were woven into the learning spaces that Lauren 

created to make new meaning with the multimodal texts read and interpreted by 

students. 
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Implications 

Lauren 's classroom gives an insight into deep, meaningful and authentic dialogic 

pedagogical practices that can be implemented in the present-day classrooms. There is 

a need to challenge the mainstream curriculum and think about including 

diverse curriculum that is unconventional, multicultural and multimodal which includes 

the all student voices in an American classroom. It is extremely relevant in the 

current times to equip our students with dialogic tools to contribute to a larger 

conversation of democracy through a meaningful way where authentic dialogue is 

required to shape the society in a progressive manner. The findings from my study 

strongly indicate that student-centered dialogue and multimodal multicultural texts are 

powerful tools to make secondary English classroom more relevant which is required 

more than ever in the age of scripted curriculum and standardized testing . I have listed 

below the important findings from my research to make a classroom effective which 

includes Culturally Relevant Dialogic Pedagogy (CROP) and Multimodal Multicultural 

texts . 

• Implement deep, meaningful, authentic, dialogic pedagogical practices to 

challenge the mainstream 

• Include diverse curriculum that is unconventional , multicultural and 
multimodal that includes the student voices talks back at the scripted 
curriculum of high stakes testing 

• Equip students with dialogic tools to contribute to a larger conversation that 
can shape and change the landscape of workspaces and society 
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• Promote authentic dialogue for high-quality meaning making and 
collaboration through challenging curriculum and unconventional texts 

Construct multilayered cultural , dialogical and pedagogical awareness which is 

adequate in creating appropriate knowledge to justify the identity of every student and 

authenticates his/her existence. 
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Conclusion 

Lauren's classroom had a 'community learning space' feel to it where students 

interacted with their texts in powerful ways, where traditional practices of discussion 

were challenged enough to make room for "multiple languages, multiple Englishes, and 

where communication patterns emerged that more frequently cross cultural, community, 

and national boundaries" (New London Group, 1996). 

My research is adding much needed substance to the foundation of effective 

literary discussion strategies where we learn how to initiate and incorporate an authentic 

dialogue in the classroom. Authentic dialogue promotes a high-quality meaning making 

and collaboration through challenging curriculum and unconventional texts . As we step 

into the world of 21 st century digital literacies, we cannot ignore the core value of 

encouraging higher order thinking that stimulates students to pursue college for a long

term professional commitment in their lives. 

We can lend so much more meaning to our system of education by bringing 

existential awareness by making the world around the students come alive in a 

classroom so they can create their own texts . We are looking at a new world with new 

meaning, new literacies, new bridges between local literature and global literature to 

create new modes of learning. We need to construct a new cultural, dialogical and 

pedagogical awareness which is multilayered in meaning and adequate in creating 

appropriate knowledge that justifies the identity of every student and authenticates 

his/her existence. 
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